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CHARACTERISTICS AND EXISTENCE OF
ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS

ROBERT L. BRYANT, PHILLIP A. GRIFFITHS AND

DEANE YANG

Let (Mn, ds2) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. A well-known
problem is to prove the existence of a local Coo isometric embedding

(Mn, ds2) --- 7"n(n + l) /2. (1)
By this we mean that there is a smooth isometric embedding of a neighborhood
of a given point x0 M; to simplify notation, we shall refer to this neighborhood
also as M.
When (M, ds2) is real analytic, the Burstin-Cartan-Janet-Schafly theorem (cf.

the references given in [3, 11]) shows that such local isometric embeddings exist.
When n 2 it is also known that local C isometric embeddings exist in a

neighborhood of a point x0 where the Gaussian curvature K(xo)=/= O.
When n > 2 it has been proved by R. Greene [7] that local Coo isometric

embeddings

(Mn, ds2) .__) .( n( + 1)/2)+n

always exist.
In general we may consider the exterior differential system (I,o) whose

integrals give local isometric embeddings

(Mn, ds2)
__

[z(n(n + 1)/2) + s. (2)

The basic invariant of (I, w) is its characteristic sheaf ’. We may think of t as
a family of vector spaces g(x,,) of varying dimension whose support

supp/= ( (x, ): dimg(x,) > 0 )
is the characteristic variety , of (I,0). However, g contains much more
information, both locally and globally, than alone. The system (I,0) is
determined when s 0, underdetermined when s > 0, and overdetermined when
s < 0. This is reflected in the properties of ’ in a precise way (cf. the appendix
to II(c)).

In particular, let us consider the case s 0. Although the system (I, 0) is only
invariant under the group E(n) of Euclidean motions, it turns out that both /
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and Z are invariant under the full group .4 (n) of affine linear transformations.
For example, when n 2 the system is elliptic when K > 0 and hyperbolic when
K < 0; the sign of K, but not its value, is invariant under the action of .4 (2).
Therefore, it is not surprising that understanding / is basically an algebro-
geometric problem, one dealing with the interplay between the Gauss equations
and the linear systems of quadrics that constitute the second fundamental forms
of embeddings (1).
Our first main result, Theorem A in I(b), shows that a rational involution j is

canonically defined on Z, and that is uniquely determined by the pair (, j).
It is a general fact that the characteristic sheaf uniquely determines the
symbol map of an involutive exterior differential system (I, to). We find as a
corollary that the second fundamental form of a general M’C F-n(n+l)/2 is
uniquely determined up to general linear transformations by (, j).

-" of projective algebraicThe characteristic variety is a union
varieties c P"-I" Theorem B, as stated in II(c), describes the local and"X
global structure of In summary, we find that for the general’X

is smooth for n < 4,

Zx is non-empty for n > 3,

degZc, n, where Zc is the complexification of Z

’x 4 121 for n 4m +’2, m > 1, where ,x,g is the singular locus of Nx-

{NC,x, x M} is a family of beautiful and remarkable hypersurfaces. For
example, when n 4 the quotient NC,x/j is an Enriques surface in G(4, 10) first
considered by Cayley and Sylvester.

It is a general fact that the characteristic sheaf and variety of an exterior
differential system (I, to) induce the usual (at least for the characteristic variety)
objects for the linear variational equations of an integral manifold N of (/,to).
For the isometric embedding system the symbol map of these linear variational
equations are fiberwise of the form

7n W (R) SV* -- Kwhere

[n2( - 1)/12

is the normal space,

is the cotangent space,
is the space of curvature-like tensors.

(3)

(dx, dx) ds2, (4)

In fact, (3) is just the map given by polarizing the (quadratic) Gauss equations.
When n _-> 3, dim(W (R) S2V*) < dim K; therefore, the linearized isometric
embedding equations "appear" to be overdetermined. Intuitively, this is because
the naive system
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which is determined, has been prolonged so as to uncover the geometry as
expressed in terms of the 2nd fundamental form and curvature tensor.

In concrete terms, we may try to represent a local isometric embedding (1) as a
graph

where

X (X X ) (X i) --. R
(z zn(n-l)/2) (z#) Rn(n-l)/2

The Gauss equations are then expressed by relations of the (approximate) form

R,). (x) det

Oz O-z
O.x, iOx k OxiOx,

(5)
)2z

OzJOz k xJx

When n--2 this is a Monge-Ampere equation, but when n 3 it gives 6
equations in the 3 unknowns z"(x). For n >_-4 the situation only worsens.
The general theory of exterior differential systems suggests "deprolonging" the

system (I,0) by replacing ’ by /’ (R)(-1). When this is done, the
characteristic variety Z remains the same, but the symbol mapping now becomes
a square matrix. (This "deprolonging" of (I, w) does not lead to (4), for which the
characteristic variety is wrong.) In fact, this deprolonged system may be
concretely realized by a certain uncoupling of the linearization of the naive
system (4) into an n n system plus an algebraic one. All of this is explained in
II, the upshot being that the linearized isometric embedding system reduces to
an n n system with characteristic sheaf ’(- 1) whose microlocal structure can
be explicitly determined (cf. Theorem C in II(d)).
When n 3 the situation is especially beautiful. The characteristic varieties ,x

are cubic curves in P-; and the pair (x, j) determines a "parent cubic" xI, c p2.
By putting the equation of xI" in standard form, the 2nd fundamental form of an
M c 56 and characteristic cubic E can be made very explicit and simple (cf.
Theorem D in Ill(a)).

It is well known that a smooth real cubic curve x c p2 has either two or one
components. The linearized isometric embedding system is accordingly strictly
.hyperbolic or real principal type. Moreover, for a certain range of the modulus o
of the parent cubic, the system is symmetric hyperbolic in the sense of
Friederichs [6]. This is all worked out in Theorem E, Ill(b).

In [}Ill(c) we investigate the relationship between the modulus o and the
solutions to the Gauss equations. On a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold it is
well-known that the curvature tensor is determined by the Ricci tensor R/j. For
our purposes it is more natural to use the (equivalent) Einstein tensor c. We
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show in Theorem F that the range of values of o for which the Gauss equations
may be solved depends on the signature of z.
The last three sections of this paper combine the geometric information

obtained thus far with PDE theory to prove our

MAIN THEOREM. Let (M, ds2) be a 3-dimensional C Riemannian manifold
and xo M a point such that the Einstein tensor (Xo) is not (L2) where
L T*xo(M). Then there exists a local C isometric embedding of a neighborhood
of xo into F.6.

Before discussing our proof, we remark our general results on characteristic
varieties reduce the question of local C isometric embeddings (1) for any n to a
local existence theorem, with suitable bounds, for a type of linear PDE’s that we
call "generic." To explain what this means, we denote by -Zn the space of n x n
matrices and by

the subvariety of matrices of rank _-< n k (thus ’n,l is given by det 0). There
is a canonical stratification

(6)

with the properties

Consider now a linear PDE system

P(x,D )u f, x f, (7)

where u, f are n-vectors of functions and P(x,D) is an n n matrix of 1st order
linear differential operators. We view the symbol of (7) as a map

e(x,) T*(f)\(O)---)’,, (8)

and shall say that (7) is generic in case the mapping (8) is transverse to the
stratification (6) (transverse here has a precise meaning in terms of ideals of
defining functions). In particular, if we set

then

l is the characteristic variety of (7);
()sg 2 is the singular locus of ; and

[-’-, va 0 codim .k k2"

The linearized isometric embedding equations turn out to be generic in this sense.
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IV-V are a compilation of various results needed to prove the Main
Theorem. Although most are not new, they are presented in a form particularly
suited to our application. Then in VI the proofs of Theorem H and the Main
Theorem are given.

First, the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem is stated. This is a
generalized implicit function theorem using a simple version of the Nash-Moser
iteration scheme. The iteration method was first devised by Nash [16] to prove
his famous C global isometric embedding theorem, and was simplified by
J. Moser [15]. The theorem given here is due to J. T. Schwartz [17] with a
refinement due to M. F. Sergeraert [19].
To use the Nash-Moser iteration scheme, a family of smoothing operators is

needed. The existence of such operators on Iq" and compact manifolds is well
known (cf. [17, 18]). However, the domains used here are manifolds with
boundary. In IV(c), the construction of smoothing operators on R and T is
recalled; and then to define smoothing operators on compact manifolds with
boundary, an extension operator defined by E. Stein [21] is used. The extension
operator will also be an important tool in V.
IV(d) is essentially a review of some results obtained in II-III that will be

needed for the proof of Theorem H. The only difference is that the equations are
given explicitly in local co-ordinates, with all the invariant, abstract definitions
unraveled. In particular, the n n system of PDE’s which is equivalent to the
linearized isometric embedding system is described in detail.
When trying to embed the general M3C 1=6, we find that the linearized

isometric embedding equations reduce to a 3 3 linear hyperbolic system. V
contains a detailed discussion on how to solve such a system with the bounds
necessary for the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem. There are essen-
tially two types of hyperbolic systems. The easier of the two to study is called
"symmetric hyperbolic." Such systems were first considered by K. O. Friederichs
[6] who showed that the Cauchy problem is well-posed for such systems.
S. Klainerman [13] used the Nash-Moser iteration scheme to prove the global
existence of decaying solutions to certain nonlinear hyperbolic PDE’s. We
reproduce here a clever argument he used, combining some calculus lemmas with
Gronwall’s inequality to prove that symmetric hyperbolic systems can be solved
with the desired bounds. Since we use a different set of Banach spaces than he
did, our results extend his slightly.* (See Corrections A and B at end of paper.)
The second type of hyperbolic system is called "strictly hyperbolic." These

were first studied by Leray, Petrowsky, and Gtrding. Estimates for such a system
are now usually proved using a "symmetrizing" pseudodifferential operator (cf.
[23]). Although the proof of the needed estimates is essentially the same as for a
symmetric hyperbolic system, the details are greatly complicated by the use of
pseudodifferential operators. Therefore, the proofs for such systems have been
reserved for the appendix to V.

Finally all the results given in IV-V are brought together to prove Theorem

Hamilton has proved the same estimates using a different technique in his paper The Inverse
Function Theorem of Nash-Moser, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 17 (1982), 65-222.
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H which shows that all metrics sufficiently close to a metric which is
isometrically embeddable are also isometrically embeddable. A short argument
exploiting the Burstin-Cartan-Janet-Schafly theorem then completes the proof
of the Main Theorem.
We would like to thank Eric Berger, S. S. Chern, Robert Greene, Sergiu

Klainerman, Richard Melrose, Louis Nirenberg, Donald Spencer, and S. T. Yau
for their help and encouragement.

I. The characteristic variety of the isometric embedding, system.

(a) We consider a submanifold M c Eu. Since we are working locally we
shall fix a point x0 M and work in a small neighborhood, still denoted by M,
of x0. We shall denote by (M, ds2) the abstract Riemannian manifold associated
to M c EN, and we shall consider the embedded manifold as the image of an
isometric embedding

x: (M, ds2) -- F_.N. (1.a. 1)
By -(M) we shall denote the manifold of Darboux frames (x;el,..., en;

en+l,..., eN) associated to M c EN. Employing summation convention and
using the ranges of indices _-< i, j _-< n, n + _-</, v _-< N, we have the structure
equations (cf. (1.27) and (1.31) in [4] for notations)

Here 6 I1%./11 is (the pullback to --(M) of) the connection form for (M, ds2)
and

H Hje, (R) o iooJ

is the 2nd fundamental form of M c Eu. The intrinsic and extrinsic geometry are
related by the last of these equations, the Gauss equations, which following the
notation in (1.36)-(1.38) of [4] we write as

"y(H,H)= R.

We will denote by -(M) the principal O(n)-bundle of orthonormal frames on

Generally speaking we shall follow the terminology, notations, and ranges of indices from [4].
One exception is that the abstract in Riemannian manifold is here denoted by (M, ds2) instead of by
M as in [4].
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(M, ds2) and by -(EN) the frame manifold for [N. With the notations of II(a)
of [4] (cf. 2.25) we denote by (I, to) the exterior differential system on the
manifold X c ff-(M) -(Eu) (W (R) sEv*) which gives the isometric
embeddings of (M, ds2) into ::N. More precisely, the admissible integral
manifolds N c X of (I, to) are in one-to-one correspondence with the local
isometric embeddings. Since (l, to) is a quasi-linear Pfaffian system (loc. cit.,
(2.20)), on a suitable bundle of projective spaces lying over X there is defined the
characteristic sheaf ’ whose support is the characteristic variety of (I, to) (cf.
[5] for these definitions)., Our object in this section is to study ’ and in detail.
For this we let V Txo(M) be the tangent space to M, W Nxo(M) be the

normal space, and

H W(R)S2V*

the 2nd fundamental form evaluated at x0. Below we shall define a proper
algebraic subvariety D c W (R) S2V* of non-general 2nd fundamental forms,
and we let U W (R) S2V*\D be the dense Zariski open set of general 2nd
fundamental forms (the definition of U is given in I(c)).

Definition. We shall say that the embedding (l.a.1) is general in case H U.

Remarks. Since we are working locally we may assume that all 2nd
fundamental forms H Nx(M) (R) S2T*(M) are general.

For the remainder of this paper we shall only consider embeddings (1.a. 1) that are

general. Non-general embeddings satisfy a PDE system strictly larger than the
isometric embedding system.
With this assumption it will, at least for the time being, suffice to study the

characteristic sheaf and characteristic variety over the point x0 M. Conse-
quently, for the remainder of I we adopt the following:

Notations. (i) will denote the restriction of the characteristic sheaf to
P V* FtF"- , and Z c P V* will be the (real) characteristic variety.

(ii) Vc, Wc will denote the complexifications of V, W, and /, Zc will denote
the natural extensions of g’, 2’ to PV (31:’"-.

We shall call (c and -’-c the complex characterbtic sheaf and complex
characteristic variety, respectively (in other words, if we just say characteristic
variety then we are referring to the real characteristic variety).

(b) The following study is purely algebro-geometric. We will study the
characteristic sheaf and characteristic variety of the isometric embedding system
for a general M" c fin(n+ 1)/2 over a fixed point x0 M.

Let V, W be real vector spaces where W (but not V) has a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form w (R) w’o w. w’ (which in practice will be positive
definite). We denote by

K C A2V* (R) A2V* c Hom(()4V
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the space of curvature like tensors (cf. I(a) of [4]). Given

H W (R) S2V* Hom(S2V, W)
we define

"/I-I W (R) S V* ---> K (1.b.1)

by the polarized Gauss equations (loc. cit., equation (1.36))

"[H( G )(131, V2 ,133 ,134) 1/2 n(131, v3) a(132 v4) + n(v2 ,134) a(vl v3)

H(131, I)4)" 6(132,133) n(v2,133)" a(vl, 134))

where V1,132,133,134 V (here, we are viewing 7/4(G) as an element of
Hom(@4 V, lq)). Using the bilinear form to identify W with W*, the transpose of
(1.b.1) is

YI "K* --> W (R) S2V. (1.b.2)

As will now be explained, the symbol of the isometric embedding system is
obtained by localizing (1.b.2) at points a V*.

For this, we let L c V* denote the line corresponding to P V*. Then

(L)* ffpv.(1)

is the fibre of the standard line bundle gPv*(1)= g (1) at/j P V*. Composing
the evaluation map

SgV--> S2(L)*

with (1.b.2) gives the dual symbol map,,, K* --> W (R) g(2)f (1.b.3)

of the isometric embedding system (cf. III(a) in [4]). If we denote by LU*,
the sheaves of sections of the trivial vector bundles with respective fibres K*, W,
then with the standard notations (k)= ()kg(1) and //*(k)= 7///* (R)(k),
the dual symbol maps (1.b.3) collectively give a sheaf map

h :* e/(2).

We denote by the cokernel of 3’, so that we have

LU* //(2), .>’ >0. (1.b.4)

Definitions. (i) g is the characteristic sheaf (associated to H W (R) S9-V*);
(ii) the characteristic variety 2" c V* is the support of t’.
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Remark. As indicated by our terminology, the dual

’n, W (R) S L---> K
of (1.b.3) is the symbol map at j P V* of the isometric embedding system. Since--- ( P V* 7/,* fails to be surjective

(/j P V* ’/4, fails to be injective },
we see that our definition is the usual one for characteristic varieties.

All of these constructions make sense when we extend scalars by complexify-
ing. For example, the analogue of (1.b.4) over PV will be denoted by

-+ (2)- ’c-0

where (c is the complex characteristic sheaf with support the complex
characteristic variety

-c’- { PV dim(ker 7n," Wc (R) S 2L--) Kc) > 1}.
Any coherent sheaf t’ is, at least after tensoring with some g(k), the

characteristic sheaf of an exterior differential system. However, for the isometric
embedding system the characteristic sheaf and characteristic variety have an
especially beautiful description that we now explain.
Choose bases {w,}, Vi) for W, V and denote the dual bases by w ), (CO i).

Then

H Hiw (R) co icoj.

Elements of P V* will be written as

where [,..., n] are homogeneous coordinates; similarly

=wt

will be a point of P IV*. With the notations

H, Oico co j S 2V*

Ha a.H",
in the language of classical algebraic geometry IHxI,,w. is a linear system of
quadrics on P V*.

Definition. We define

E c PW* x PV*
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by

Y. ((X, j). Hx j /for some r/ P V* ).

The equation Hx j r/means that

)ktxHi --ij "-I- j"i

The projections onto the two factors of P W* P V* induce a diagram

A c PW* N PV*

where

(1.b.5)

(1.b.6)

is equivalent to

),H/ 0, l<--a, fl=<n-1.

Clearly this is the same as

XH, wn r/

where r/=Hi. Finally, (1.b.9) is equivalent to the relation defining E in
(1.b.7). Q.E.D.

7H,(G ) 0 (1.b.9)

A= {)PW*’rankHa_-<2}
(1.b.7)X (/j PV* Ha rl for some X PW*, 1 PV*}.

To justify the notation we have the

(1.b.8) PROPOSITION. The subvariety , in (1.b.7) coincides with the previously
defined characteristic variety.

Proof. This is a variant of the computation in the proof of proposition 3.10 in
III(a) of [4]. The point is that the symbol map

7H, W--> K

has a simple prescription that we now review. Choose coordinates so that w
J (R) w A w. Then, with theand write elements R K as R=R0.aw Aw "

additional index range < a,/3 _-< n it turns out (loc. cit. (3.11)) that

yH,(G) G’Hzw A w (R) A bO

where (7 G’w, W. Setting 2, G’ the condition
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Remarks. (i) The proof shows that the following conditions are equivalent:

H / for some
w ) o

HI O.

’r/ V*

(1.b.10)

Hyperplanes ( +/- C V satisfying either of these conditions for some P W* are
classically called asymptotic hyperplanes. (ii) Of course, everything we have said is
also valid over C.

The following will be proved in I(c) below.

(1.b.11) PROPOSITION. If H is chosen generally, then Z is smooth and the
projection

’77"2 "Z’% (1.b.12)

is birational.

Equipped with these propositions we may describe the characteristic sheaf. For
this, we define an involution

by

where the condition

jz

jy() /

Ha ’r/ (1.b.13)

is satisfied. Using the birational map (1.b.12) we then define a rational involution

j "-
by

j() /

where (1.b.13) is satisfied for some laW*. We note thatj fails to be defined
over the locus

_g= { E , dimrfl() > 1).
As will be proved in I(c), Zsg is the singular locus of and (1.b.12) turns out to
be a canonical resolution of the singularities of on which the rational involution
j becomes well-defined. With this understood, we define the rational map
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by r(j)= where (1.b.13) is satisfied, and then we define the coherent sheaf
on m

r*gA(k) (rz),(r’gA(k)) (1.b.14)
where, for - a coherent sheaf on E, (r2),-- is the direct image sheaf on
We note that all of this discussion extends in the obvious way to Ec, c, A,

jc, rc, etc.

THEOREM A. (i) The characteristic sheaf is given by

’ r*ga(1) (R) g_.-(2). (1.b.15)
(ii) In case dim W n(n 1)/2 is the embedding codimension, the characteristic

sheaf uniquely determines H W (R) S 2V*, up to GL(W) GL(V).

(1.b.16) COROLLARY. The 2nd fundamental form of a general M C
is uniquely determined, up to GL(W) GL(V), by the pair (,, j) consisting of the
characteristic variety together with the involution j.

Proof of the corollary. As remarked above, given E we may construct a
canonical resolution of singularities E-->, on which j becomes a holomorphic
involution. If A ,/j is the quotient variety, then we obtain a diagram

E

A

constructed from (, j). We then have

which shows that the characteristic sheaf is uniquely determined by (, j). Now
apply (ii) in Theorem A. Q.E.D.
When n 3 the corollary is (a slightly corrected version of) a theorem of

Tennenblatt [24].

Proof of (i) in Theorem A. For P V* we denote by m C gpv*, the
maximal ideal in the local ring gpv*, and then we denote by

M ’/,n ’the fibre of g at (. Over P V* we define a vector bundle - with fibres- S +/- SV
where +/- c V is the hyperplane corresponding to j P V. Then the dual vector
bundle has fibres

V,/L0
where L c V* is the line corresponding to .
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According to (3.4)-(3.6) in [4], for 0 L and ,,/ V*/L the map

induces an inclusion

j. (R) s:L K.

The duals of thej then induce a surjective sheaf mapping

j,
* )2-(2) )0.

Now, and this is the main point, the localized and dualized Gauss mappings

* "K*--W(R)S

factor throughj to induce a commutative diagram

(1.b.17)

(cf. (3.9) and proposition (3.10) in [4]). We will use the exact sheaf sequence- ) )’(- 2) )0 (1.b.18)
obtained by tensoring the top row of the exact sequence (1.b.17) with g(-2) to
describe the fibres M (R) L of (-2).
For this we have the fibre sequence of (1.b.18)

$26" ,* W )M(R) L )0. (1.b.19)
If we consider H W (R) S2V* as an element H Hom(S2V, W), then ’u,* in
(1.b.19) is simply the map obtained by restricting

to the subspace

Thus, denoting by

H :S2V-- W

$2 _1_ (7_. S2V.

v, c w,
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the annihilator of H(S2 +/-)c IV, we have

M (R) S2L W/H(Sl +/-)

-U.
Using coordinates as above where o"

U= (X’)HB=0forl=<c,fl=<n 1}

(X W*’Hx=oforsome V*}.

Summarizing, the fibres of

are projective linear subspaces PU c P W* where

M, @ S2L, U
Since for A A

(qTl)-l(/) { ( PV* "X PU}

(1.b.20)

H(P U,gpu,(1)) U. (1.b.21)

Comparing (1.b.20) and (1.b.21) gives (i) in Theorem A.

Proof of (ii) in Theorem A. In case dim W n (n 1)/2 is the embedding
codimension, both - and W are vector bundles of the same rank r over P V*.
The restrictions of H Hom(S2V, W) to the subspaces S2j +/- c S-V induce

H :--) W.

The condition that H be an isomorphism for a general point P V* is
equivalent to the condition that H be ordinary in the sense of 2(b) of [4]. In this
case the isometric embedding system is involutive near x0 M, and it is a
general result (cf. [5]) that, for an involutive Pfaffian differential system in good
form, the characteristic sheaf uniquely determines the symbol. Since the symbol
of the isometric embedding system is H, part (ii) of Theorem A follows from this
general result.

However, it is worthwhile to prove the result directly in the case at hand. For
ordinary H Hom(S2V, W) the top row in (1.b.17) gives the exact sheaf
sequence

0 -c(2) W/c(2) -* ’c 0 (1.b.22)

we infer that the fibre over P V* of the coherent sheaf (Tr2),((Trl)*dYA(1)) is
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over P V. Roughly speaking, given only ’ we shall reconstruct this sequence,
and this will lead to the desired result.
For PV there are exact sequences

The second of these gives the exact bundle sequence

Oo -c S:Uc Uc(1)0 (1.b.23)

over PV (here c is the trivial bundle PV x Vc).

Remark. Taking 1st Chern classes in (1.b.23) gives

Cl(-c) -n

where H2(P V, Z) is the standard generator. Using (1.b.22) this gives

c(/c) nw.

Since supp’c Ec we obtain (cf. Theorem B below)

deg Ec n.

Returning to the proof of (ii) in Theorem A, from the standard results ([20])

H(P V, S2"Y/c) S 2VC

H(P V,"c(1)) VC (R) VC

Hi(e V, $2"/c( 1)) 0 1,2

and the exact cohomology sequences of (1.b.23)(R) (-1) and (1.b.23), we
obtain respectively

HI(pv,-c( 1)) Vc

H (P V, if-c) A2Vc
The exact cohomology sequences of (1.b.22)(R) (-3) and (1.b.22)(R) (-2)

then give respectively

H(PV ,.’c(- 3)) VC

O Wco H(PV ,f(-2))--) A2VcO.
(1.b.24)

We will now complete proof of (ii) in Theorem A. Given ’c and PV we use
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the natural identification (1.b.24) to define the sequence

0 )Z )H(PV,c( 3))(R)Vc
# A2Vc 0

Fc(R)Fc
(1.b.25)

where/ is exterior product and Z is the kernel of/z. Using the vertical equality in
(1.b.25) and product pairing u:g(-3)(R)(1)-)e(-2) we obtain a
diagram

0 ;Z

o >We

> H(PV,e’c- 3)) (R) VC

> H(PV,c(- 2)

where, by definition, We u(Z). By localizing the inclusion we obtain

0 "V/c ."c(- 2).

Tensoring with (2) and taking global sections gives

H(P V:, Y4/c(2))
II

w (R) s :vc

)H(P V$, e’c)

Using the metric to have an identification W We, we have

(ker p)
+/- c Wc (R) S2V. (1.b.26)

Construction.
subspace

Given the characteristic sheaf ’ over P V* we define the

//c C S2V
to be the image of (ker p)+/- in (1.b.26) under the natural map

( wo (R) s v) (R) w- s

Thus, IIe is a linear system of quadrics on P V, and is in fact the linear
system of quadrics given by the 2nd fundamental form H. In this way we
reconstruct H, up to GL(We) GL(Ve) acting on We (R) S2V, from /.
To complete the proof we must show that H is determined up to the real group

GL(W) x GL(V).
When n 2 the characteristic variety is either empty (elliptic case), two points

(hyperbolic case), or one point counted twice (parabolic case). In suitable
coordinates H is respectively (o )2 + (o), oo, (o )z.
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Thus we may assume that n-> 3. The crucial point is the following

(1.b.27) LEMMA. If H W (R) S 2V* is general, then the conditions

s rv)
S.H=O

imply that S O.

Proof. It will suffice to prove the same result over G. The 1-parameter group
g(t) exp(tS) acts on PW PS2V and leaves Ec invariant. Thus g(t) induces
a holomorphic vector field Os H(Es, t9) with the special property that it is
induced by a linear vector field on Wv under a suitable embedding Ec c pN
(= P(W (R) S2V) in our case).
When n 3, Ec c is a smooth curve of genus one (cf. Theorem B) and it is

well known that 0s O.
When n => 4 we even have that

H(Z, 19) 0. (1.b.28)

For example, when n 4 we will also see in Theorem B that Zc is a smooth
K3 surface and in this case (1.b.28) is well known.

In general, the proof of Theorem B will imply that the dualizing sheaf to is
invertible, and hence

since deg Ec n. By Grothendieck-Serre duality and the fact that c ---> Ec is a
rational resolution of singularities

dim H(Yc, 19) dim Hn(zc, tOy.c (R) c)
dim H"(Ec,c (R) f-c)
dimH(Ec, Hom(fc, ’))

=0.

Q.E.D. for lemma (1.b.27).
To complete the proof of (ii) in Theorem B we suppose given general

H, H’ W (R) S 2V* with

H’ TH

where T GL(We) GL(S-V). Then

H’ TH

0=(T- T)H,

so that lemma 1.b.27 applies to give that S (L--_ (T- )= 0. Q.E.D.
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(c) We continue our study of the characteristic sheaf e’ and characteristic
variety over x0 M where M" c ::u is a general submanifold. In this section
we shall restrict to the case of the embedding dimension

N n(n + 1)/2 n + n(n- 1)/2.

Keeping the notations from I(b), for P V* the symbol map for the isometric
embedding system is

YH,: W-->K.

Using bases so that o" and w is an orthonormal basis for W, we have seen
in the proof of proposition (1.b.8) that for G G’w, W

As noted there (cf. (1.b.lO)) there is a natural isomorphism

ker YH, ,W W*: Ha o ,/for some ,/ V* ). (1.c. l)

THEOREM B.
(i) codim Zc

(ii) for an), k

Definition. We define Zk c P V* by

V* > k)-k ( p dim ker YH,

The same prescription also defines Z,k C P V.
Since, by generality, the map --> YH, will be injective we have _,v 0 and- In fact, there is a filtration

0--" --n C --n C C Z2 C 1 Z’, (1.c.2)

as will be seen below, this is a stratification with very remarkable properties (also
over C).

For H general we have
anddegEc=n,

codim "C,k k2

deg NC,k det

(iii) (Nc,k)g ’c,+1;
(iv) 7/-2 ZI3 ---) ’G is a canonical rational resolution of singularities; and
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(v) for the real character&tic variety

(,) +

=/= if
n>=3
n=4m+ 2, m>=l.

Remarks. Here, xI’sg denotes the singular locus of a variety xI, (over either FI
or 13). To say that Ec ,2

> is a rational resolution of singularities means in
particular that" (a) 5c is smooth; (b) the fibres 5: rfl(D are rational
varieties; and (c) the direct image sheaves satisfy

q =0
q’-()

0 q => (1.c.31

In our situation it will also be the case that: (d) the dualizing sheaf 0_.-o of Zc is
invertible and satisfies

q ( 0_.-O q 0
R=(aYc)

0 q_-->l
(1.c.4)

o_.-o q 0
j,(a"_.%\,,) 0 q_->l

(1.c.5)

where j" Zc\Ec,s EC is the inclusion. Although rather technical to state, this
last condition is very strong. Effectively, it says that from an algebro-geometric
viewpoint the singularities of Nc are negligible.

(1.c.6) COROLLARY. For the characteristic variety of the isometric embedding
system (I,o) of M" C En(n+l)/2 we have

(i) 4 D if n >-- 3 (in particular, (I, o) cannot be elliptic for n >- 3);
(ii) is smooth if M C En(n+ 1)/2 is general and n <= 4;
(iii) N is not smooth for any M c En(n+ 1)/2 if n 4m + 2, m >-- 1.

Remarks. (i) In perhaps more standard PDE terminology, the isometric
embedding system is of principal type if n _-< 4 but has multiple characteristics if
n =4m + 2, m=> 1.

(ii) Essentially the same proof will give the following for the isometric
embedding system of a general M C =n+r

(i) dim Nc
(ii) dim 2c,,

(iii)

(iv)

max(-1,r (n 1)(n 2)/2 1)

max( 1, r (n 1)(n 2)2 k2)

degNc=(n(n+n-ll)/2-r)
_(--’C,k)sg -’C,k +
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(1.c.7) COROLLARY. C 0 if r <--_ (n 1)(n 2)/2.
This corollary was the starting point of the rigidity results in [4].
The idea behind the proof of Theorem B is based on the following three

considerations:

(1.c.8) Let A,B be vector spaces (real or complex) and define the standard
determinantal subvarieties

by

C P Hom(A, B )

xIt T Hom(A, B )" rank T =< l).

(To be precise, ff’t is defined by the ideal given by all (l + 1) (l + 1) minors of
T.) Then, if dimA a and dim B b,

codim 9t (a- l)(b- l).

In particular, if a b n and we set k n l, then codim XI’n_ k k2.

(1.c.9) If we let G G(a I,A) be the Grassmannian of (a l) planes A c A
and define

by

then

Z C G P Hom(A, B )

El-- {(A, T)" A c_ kerT),

is a rational resolution of singularities having the properties (a)-(d) listed above
(over (3). Note that for T Hom(A, B) with dim(ker T) >_-- a l,

r-’(T) G(a -/,ker T).

In particular, it is reasonable to expect (a)-(d) to hold for any variety that is
locally a subvariety of xI, situated transverse to the stratification xI/1 C It2 C
cxtt

(1.c.10) Let

q "EF

be a holomorphic vector bundle map over a smooth complex algebraic variety
and define

E { x E" cp(x)" E --> F has rank =< l ).
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If r(E),r(F) are the respective ranks of E,F, then under the assumption that

p codim, (r(E) l)(r(F) l),

the fundamental class o H2(E, 7) of Z is given by Porteous’ formula (cf. [2])"

ot=Al(c(E),c(F)).

Here, c(E) and c(F) are the Chern classes of E and F, and the notation is that of
[2] (where a proof of Porteous’ formula is given).
The idea behind the proof is to apply the considerations (1.c.8)-(1.c.10) to the

symbol map of the isometric embedding system (thus, 5; P V* or PV in
(1.c.10)). To implement this we will need to establish strong transversality
properties of the symbol map for a general M C EN. Although it seems quite
reasonable that "general for the 2nd fundamental form of M C F:N = transverse
for the symbol map" this is by no means obvious, and in fact in algebraic
geometry one knows all too well that such "obvious" general position properties
are frequently false. Fortunately, we are able to adapt our situation to be able to
apply known transversality results for sufficiently twisted subvarieties of
Grassmannians meeting general special Schubert cycles. Our proof of the
qualitative part of Theorem B (over (3) will be largely based on the paper [14] by
Kleiman-Landolfi, and so our first step will be to briefly review [14] in a form
suitable for our use.

Review of [14]. Let @ be a complex vector space and Gn(@ ) the Grassmann
manifold of codimension-n planes E c @. We denote the universal bundle
sequence by

0 > >@ ._ >0 (1.c.11)

where ’,@, have respective fibres

Given an n-plane F c @ we set

’tr E
@e =@

ok(F)= {E Gn()" dim(E fq F)>=k}

{E Gn()" rank(rr "F/E) <= n k).
Since any two n-planes F,F’C are related by GL(@), any two special
Schubert cycles Ok(F),o,(F’) are related by GL(@ ) acting on G,(@ ). Choosing
a basis f,..., f, for F, we may think of the vectors

f:(e) c
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as giving n holomorphic sections r(f) H(G (@), ). Then

Ok(F ) (E C Gn(E): dim(span fl(E), f(E)) <= n- k}.

In particular, o(F) is the locus

r(f,)/ / r(f,) 0.

The Ok(F are among the special Schubert cycles discussed in Kleiman-
Landolfi [14]. In particular they have properties

(F) k2;Ok

(ak(F))g ok + ,(F);
Ok(F ) is Cohen-Macaulay and normal; and

(1.c.12)

o(F) has a canonical rational resolution of singularities

The first three properties are given in 4 of [14] (cf. also (6.3)), and the last one is
explained in 5, 6. The term canonical refers to a succession of ordinary
monoidal transformations, with non-singular centers, that are defined purely in
terms of the scheme structure of Ok(F)
The canonical resolution of singularities of these special Schubert cycles also

has the property (d) (ef. (1.e.4) and (1.e.5)) listed in the remarks following the
statement of Theorem B. Since we will only marginally use this result here (cf.
the proof of (1.b.28) for n => 5) we will not give the standard but somewhat
technical proof.
The mapping rr in (1.c.11) induces a holomorphic mapping between rank n

bundles over G,(@)

rr :- ---) .@ (1.c.13)

(here, - is the trivial bundle F Gn( )). Since

)/E)<=n-k}=k2,codim { E G ( ) rank(F
r

Porteous’ formula applies to give the fundamental class ok of Ok(F) as

ok det
Ck 2k-

1 Ck

(1.c.14)

where cj cj() are the universal Chern classes.

Remark. Actually, (1.c. 14) is a consequence of Giambelli’s formula (cf. page
205 in [8]) from classical Schubert calculus. We have emphasized the more
general Porteous’ formula since it may be useful in other problems of computing
degrees of characteristic varieties.
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Review of [14] (continued). Next we consider a smooth subvariety X
c Gn(@). Setting

ok(F,X) ok(F ) X, (1.c.15)

it is natural to ask how many of the properties (1.c.12) are inherited by the
o(F,X). Clearly, this requires a transversality condition on the intersection
(1.c.15). If this condition is satisfied for one n-plane, then it will be satisfied for a
general n-plane F c @ (but usually not for all F), so what is required is a
condition on X that a general intersection (1.c.15) be suitably transversal. One
such condition is given in [14].

Definition. A smooth, irreducible subvariety X c G,(@) is said to be twisted
in case x (- 1) (- 1) (R) x is generated by its global sections.

Here, gx (1) refers to the standard line bundle under the composite embedding

X =_ G,(+ )_
P

where dim@ N and p is the Pltickcr embedding.

Remark. In particular it follows that, for a twisted X G(@), the universal
quotient bundle x x (-l)(R) g(1) is very ample, whereas over the whole
Grassmannian -- Gn(@) is not even ample (unless n or n N- 1). A
slight additional argument shows that the normal bundle to X in Gn(@) is also
very ample, so the above is a reasonable notion of "twisted."

In 7 of [14] it is proved that the properties (1.c.12) are valid for a general
Ok(F,X) provided that X c G,(@) is twisted. We shall not write out these
properties here, but rather refer to Theorems 7.1, 7.3, 7.5-7.8 in [14] for the
statements to be used below.

It may also be shown that (1.c.4), (1.c.5) follow from the analogous statements
for the ok(F) As mentioned above, the proof of this technical and for our
present purposes not really essential result will be omitted.
By Porteous’ formula applied to the restriction of (1.c.13) to a general

X c G(@) the fundamental class oh H2k2(X,Z) of o(F,X) is given by the
same formula

as (1.c. 14), where now ck

Proof of (i)-(iv) in
fundamental form

ck c2_

ok det

C Ck

c(Q).

Theorem B. We now consider an

(1.c.16)

algebraic 2nd

H W (R) S2V* Hom(W*,SV*)
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where dim W n(n 1)/2. We set

S:Vc
F. (H( W*)) +/-.

In coordinates, if H H/w, (R) o i60 j then for X Xgw g W
H(X) Hx X,Hw’w j e S2V
q eieJS2Vc qVH=Oforall#}.

Note that for H Hom(W*,S2V*) injective (in particular, for general H)

dimFn n(n + 1)/2- n(n- 1)/2
n.

With the identification (projective duality)

PV; ) GI(Vc)

given by

we define a mapping

(p" PV G,,(@)

by

() s( +/-).
Setting X (PV) it is easy to see that P V---) X is biholomorphic, and we will
identify PV with X. The fibres of the universal bundle sequence (1.c.11) over

X are now

e s’(f +/-)

O’g’li S 2Vc,

.% s2vo/ s( -).
In coordinates, if 0 and we use the additional index range -<_ a, fl _-< n 1,
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In other words, if L c V is the line corresponding to P, then there is a
natural isomorphism

and consequently

x /c (R) gx (1) (1.c.17)

where X is the trivial bundle with fibre V. It follows Oust barely) that
X c Gn() is twisted, and moreover

c(..@x ) (1 + o)

where H2(p V, 7) is the standard generator.
Now, and this is the point of the above construction, (i)-(iv) in Theorem B will

follow from the fact that (PV)c Gn(S2Vc) is twisted and (1.c.18) once we
show that

o(F ,X)= c,k. (1.c.19)

For this, let PV and choose coordinates so that 0 . Then

() $2( +/-) { q’qe,et } c S2Vc

() $2() {PiniW } C S2V

Since

FI ( qiJe, ej qHj 0 for all/} c S2Vc

(FH )+/- ( HA tl.tn(t2 t.,d J } S 2V

dim(q (t) F ) dim(q()
+/- F ),

and from the above descriptions

(g)
+/- F (, Wg "Hx o n for some r/),

we see that the conditions

dim(S2( +/-) fq FH ) --> k

dim { W HA j n for some n -> k

are equivalent. Since the first of these conditions gives Ok(FH,X) and, by
(1.c.1), the second gives C,k, we conclude (1.c.19) and with its parts (i)-(iv) of
Theorem B.
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Definition. We will say that a 2nd fundamental form H Hom(W, S2V) is
general in case: (i) H is injective, so that F/_/= (H(W*)) +/- c S2Vc is an n-plane,
and (ii) Fn meets the subvariety X c G,(S2Vc) transversely in the scheme-
theoretic sense. A real 2nd fundamental form is general in case the corresponding
complex 2nd fundamental form is general.

For H general we have now established Proposition (I.b.ll), Theorem A
(condition in the definition of general ordinary as in the proof of Theorem
A), and Theorem B where all statements are over G. The corresponding real
assertions will be a consequence of the following argument.

Proof of (v) in Theorem B. The first statement follows immediately from (iii)
and the Jacobian criterion. (The general result is that

(),n RP’-I (xI,g) n RP

for any algebraic variety xt, C Cpn-I whose idea is generated by real
homogeneous polynomials.)
To prove the second part of (v) we recall our notational convention that

E c P V* RP is the real characteristic variety and Zc c PV GP the
complex variety having the same real generators for its defining ideal as -- In the
embedding dimension, c is a hypersurface and we have proved that

deg Ec n.

Consequently, for n----- mod2 the real characteristic variety E is a non-empty
hypersurface because of the following well-known

(1.c.20) Remark. Let I c R[I,..., ] be a homogeneous ideal with com-
plexification IC c C[,..., ,]. Suppose that the variety xI, defined by Ic has
no multiple components and deg xI, is odd. Then the real variety xI, defined by I
is non-empty.

Proof. Suppose that dim xI’c m and let G (Rn) (respectively G (C")) denote
the codimension m planes in RP (respectively CP"-). If deg xt, d then a
Zariski open set @ c Gm(C") of planes A en-m-I all meet xI,c in d distinct
smooth points. Since Gm(Rn) C Gm(Cn) is not contained in any complex
algebraic subvariety, there must be real planes A meeting xI’c in d distinct points.
Complex conjugation then induces an involution on the finite set A. c, and
since #(A. 9c)= d is odd there must be a fixed point. Q.E.D. for (1.c.20).
To prove that 4: for all n _>-3 we proceed somewhat differently. The

following argument is motivated by the proof of the similar result in [12].
We consider H Hom(IV*, S2V*) and make the identification

S2V* Hom()( V, V*),

where the right-hand side is the symmetric homomorphisms of V to V*. We set

FH (H(W*))
+/-
C Hom()(V*, V).
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Then since dim H(W*) n(n 1)/2,

dimFH n.

To show that 4:0 we must show that there is V*\ (0) such that

for some / V*\ (0) and all A FI. Writing (1.c.21) as

=0,

the failure of (1.c.21) to hold means that the map

a, FI_I--> V

given by

919

(1.c.21)

A F,,\{O), V*\(O)

A FH\(0 detA v 0.

According to the paper [1] of Adams-Lax-Phillips, the existence of a subspace

F c Hom()(W, W)
satisfying the two conditions

dimF= n
detA4=0 for all A F

implies that n -< 2. This proves the second part of (v).
To prove that 4 121 if n 4m + 2, m->- 1, we shall use the remark (1.c.20)

together with (iii) and the first part of (v) from Theorem B. Thus

deg Nc, det
n2(n2- 1)
2.2.3

If n 2(2m + 1) this is

deg ZC,g
(2m + 1)2(16m2 + 16m + 3)

mod2.

Equivalently,

is surjective for a// V*\ (0}. Since dim F/4 n, a must be an isomorphism. In
other words, if (1.c.21) fails then
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Remark.

BRYANT, GRIFFITHS AND YANG

Naturally we would conjecture that

" =/=0 for n >5
$,g,

II. The linearized isometric embedding system.

(a) Let (M, ds2) be a Riemannian manifold with metric g gij(x)dxidx j in
local coordinates. Fixing a point P0 M and replacing M by a small
neighborhood of P0, still denoted by M, we want to begin discussing the problem
of finding a local C isometric embedding

X "(M, ds2)---)En(n+l)/2 (2.a. 1)
Thus we want to solve the 1st order, non-linear P.D.E. system

(dx, dx) g (2.a.2)
in a neighborhood of P0. Now (2.a.2) is a determined (i.e., the same number of
unknowns as equations) system, but the "geometry", which relates the 2nd
fundamental form of an embedding (2.a. 1) with the curvature of g via the Gauss
equations, can only be uncovered by differentiating (2.a.2).

This suggests that we approach the problem more intrinsically via the exterior
differential system of isometric embeddings set up in II(a) of [4]. This is
especially true since the differential system formulation leads quite naturally to
the solution of the embedding problem in the real-analytic case (the
BCJS-theorem, cf. the references cited in [3] and {}II(b) of [4]). Finding
admissible integral manifolds of an exterior differential system is also a 1st order,
non-linear P.D.E. system (cf. any proof of the Cartan-K/ihler theorem). What is
suggested is that we try to solve this system by an iteration scheme using strong
solvability problems of the linearized equations, which of course must be
established in the particular case at hand.

Following some further general remarks, we will in the next section give the
general formulation for the variational equations of an exterior differential
system. These will turn out to be a 1st order linear P.D.E. system whose symbol
map and characteristic variety are in a very natural way induced from that of the
exterior differential system (cf. [5] for the definitions and terminology we are
using here). When applied to the isometric embedding system, we obtain a linear
P.D.E. system, the essential part of whose symbol is given over P0 M by

7U m { S2V* K

where H is the 2nd fundamental form at x0 X(po) of an embedding (2.a.1), and
where the remaining notations are given below (1.b.1). Since

n2(n2- 1)
dimK

12

dim W (R) S 2V* nz(n 1)2
4
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the linearized equation appears to be overdetermined (i.e., there are more
equations than unknowns) when n->_ 3. This is because the isometric embedding
system (I,0) has been obtained by prolongation of the non-involutive system
(I0,0) of II(a) in [4] (cf. (2.7) there), and it is a general phenomenon that the
prolongation of a determined system appears to be overdetermined.
However, when the Cauchy problem for the linearized equation is well posed,

this difficulty can be sometimes overcome. For example, in Iqn+t with variables
(x,t)--(x,..., xn,t) we consider a 2nd order hyperbolic system

u,t- a/Ju,.5. 0 (2.a.3)

for one function u(x, t) with initial data

u(x,O) f(x), u,(x, o) g(x).

In the general theory of differential systems, (2.a.3) would be written as the 1st
order system in n + unknown functions (u t, un, v)

l)xi (Ui)t O

(Ui)xj (Uj)x, 0

v aiJ(ui)xj 0

i= ,n

--< < j --< n (2.a.4)

with the initial data

ui(x,O)=L(x)
v(x, O) g(x)

Now (2.a.4) seems to be overdetermined when n ->_ 2. However, by differentiating
the first equations in (2.a.4) the functions

satisfy

Wij ( Ui)xj-- ( Uj)x,

(Wij.)t 0

wi (x, O) 0

and hence w/j 0. In other words, we may omit the middle equations in (2.a.4) to
have a determined system.

This procedure will not work for a general 2nd order equation

in Rn+ with coordinates ()’1,... ,.n+l) unless we can single out a non-
characteristic hypersurface so that, after a change of variables, it can be written
in the form (2.a.3).
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Similarly, for a vector-valued function U (u 1, u
of the determined system

the 1st prolongation

Ut Aiu =0x;

U(x, o)

where the A are k k matrices, is the seemingly overdetermined system

0

( .[i )xj ( Uj )xi 0

Vt A ( Ui )t h/Ui O

U (x, O) Fx, (0)

As before, the 2nd equations may be omitted to obtain a determined system.
Now even if this procedure of finding determined subsystems could be made

to work in general, to be applicable to C problems it requires at the very least
that Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem be valid, and most likely the whole Cauchy
problem would have to be well posed. Fortunately, for the isometric embedding
problem it turns out that the linearized version of the na?ve system (2.a.2)
uncouples along M in a very special way and may be effectively used without
prolongation. This procedure, which in some sense already occurs in Nash’s
original paper [16], will be given in II(c) following our discussion in II(b) of the
general linearization of exterior differential systems.

(b) Let (I, 0) be an exterior differential system on a manifold X, and let

f:NX (2.b. 1)

be an admissible integral manifold. We will derive the equations for the first
order variations of (2.b.1) as an integral manifold of (I,

Step one. It is well known that the first order variations of any map (2.b.1)
are given by sections v C(E) of the normal bundle E f*T(X)/T(N) to
f(N) in X. In suitable coordinates (xi, x ") on X and (yi) on N, (2.b.1) is given by

A variation is

y-->(yi, xa(y))

y--> (yi, x(y,t)) (2.b.2)

Setting 3/3 t=0 the tangent to (2.b.2) is

ax, (2.b.3)
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Step two. Suppose that dimN n, dimX N, and use the ranges of indices
=< i, j =< n, n + =< a, fl =< N. Denote by G (X)- X the Grassmann bundle

whose fiber

overp X consists of all n-planes in the tangent space Tp (X). A local coordinate
system (xi, x ") on X induces local coordinates (xi, x,lff) on G,(X), where
(xi, x,lff) corresponds to the n-plane with basis

ei

____
_t. li

)

OX OX

Any maximal rank mapping (2.b.1) has a canonical lift

an(X)

.f I (2.b.4)

N

given by f,(y)= f,(Ty(N)), or in the above local coordinates by

f,(y) ()’i,x(y), 19x-- (y)))),i
(2.b.5)

On G, (X) there is a canonical exterior differential system (J, 0) whose admissible
integral manifolds are the canonical lifts f,:No Gn(X). Locally, (J,) is the
Pfaffian system generated by the 1-forms

0 dx l’dx

with independence condition dx / / dx @ O.
To see this, let g: N G,(X) be any mapping with g*(dx /x /x dx) =/= O.

Then by the implicit function theorem locally g may be given by

The condition

which is (2.b.5).

Step three. Now let

y-- (yi, x(y), lff (y))

zi (y) Ox__2 (y)
X

gt N-- G,,(X) (2.b.6)
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be a 1-parameter family of maps given locally by

The associated infinitesimal variation is given by (2.b.3) where we replace X by
G,,(X), and it is

[t )
(2.b.7)

The condition that for each (2.b.6) be an integral manifold of (J, ) is

l (y, t) 8x (y, t). (2.b.8)

Setting g g0, the corresponding condition on a general normal vector

(2.b.9)= +ui
to g(N)c G,(X) is, by (2.b.7) and (2.b.8),

ui (2.b. 10)
yi

In summary"
Given an admissible integral manifold g(= f,) of (J, ) the infinitesimal variations

of g as integral manifolds of (J, ) are given by normal vectors (2.b.9) that satis
the 1st order linear P.D.E. system (2.b.10).

Step four. Now suppose that (I,) is an exterior differential system on X
whose integral elements V,(I, )c G,(X) are locally given by

) =0.

Differentiating

gives

Let

Fr(yi, x(y,t),l(y,t)) =-- 0

F F+ =0 (2.b.11)

g" N--+ Vn(I,w) C G,(X)
be the canonical lift of an integral manifold f"NX of (I, to). Then the
conditions that a normal vector , u(O/Ox) to f(N) C X be the infinitesimal
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variation of a 1-parameter of integral manifolds of (I, 0) are given by combining
(2.b. 10) and (2.b. 11), and are

OF Ov q_ OF
0l/a 0),i

t’" 0 (2.b.12)

If we recall that the first prolongation (i(1), 60) of (I, o) is given by the restriction
of the canonical system (J,0) to Vn(I,o), and that (I(),0) is the quasi-linear
Pfaffian system

0=0

dO aA6o mod{O )

with symbol relations

given by

ri
"ff 0 mod(i, 0 )

then we may write (2.b.12) as

t, t," 0--- is normal tof(N) C X

ri p__a
O

O);i
-PCaP "-0

(2.b.13)

(2.b.14) Conclusion. The equations of variation of an integral manifold
f: N--) X of (I, o) are given by a linear 1st order differential operator

D C(E)- C(F) (2.b.15)

between vector bundles E,F over N. In coordinates, D is given by (2.b.13), and in
intrinsic terms

E normal bundle to f(N ) in X

F= co-normal bundle to V.(1,o) in G,(X)

In the last sentence it & understood that we pull back the co-normal bundle of
V, (I, o) in G, (X) to N by the canonical lift f, off.
Remarks. (i) It is interesting to note that the linearized version (2.b.15)

already involves the 1st prolongation of (I,
(ii) Especially important is the observation that the symbol of (2.b.15), in the

usual P.D.E. sense, is induced by the symbol of the exterior differential system
(I(), 0) as defined in"I of [5].
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(iii) Suppose that (It, ot) is a 1-parameter of exterior differential systems on X
with (I0, 0) (I, o), and let us ask for the variational equations of a 1-parameter
family of integral manifolds f:No X of (It,t). Then essentially the same
procedure shows that (2.b.15) is replaced by an inhomogeneous system

bo O t’___ + c2v’= a
)i

where, if Fr(xi, x’,lia,t)---0 defines V,,(It,tot) c G,(X), then

(2.b.16)

(c) We shall now deal directly with the variational equations of the naive
system (2.a.2). These are obtained by differentiating

(dx, dx,) g, (2.c.1)

at 0. Setting O/Ot] =o and using the notations

the variational equations of (2.a.2) are

(dx, dy) + (dy, dx)= 2k (2.c.2)

Both sides are sections of SZT*(M); consequently (1.c.2) is an n(n + 1)/2
n(n + 1)/2 linear inhomogeneous system, and the main point is to uncouple the
system along M by breaking y into tangential and normal components.

Thus, let {ei,e} be a Darboux frame field along x(M) c E"("+1)/2 with {0)
the dual co-frame to ei}. Recall the structure equations (cf. {}I(a))

dx o iei
d ji /
d /j.

where I1./]1 is the connection matrix and H Hie oJio) j is the second
fundamental form. If WM is the normal bundle to x(M), then H gives a map

H: W--- S2T*(M) (2.c.3)

by

Je ----Y ni6 o j.
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We shall assume that the embedding x:M--->!:n(n+l)/2 is non-degenerate in the
sense that (2.c.3) is injective, and we denote by H c SZT*(M) the image. Then
H l,_JpM lip where IIe c S2T,(M)is a subspace of co-dimension n. We define
H+/-C ST(M) by H +/-= I,.JpeMII where II is the annihilator of II,,. We
may think of H +/- as the relations (depending on p M)

biJHi O, l n + n(n + 1)/2. (2.c.4)

To uncouple the equations (2.c.2) we write

y= yie + ye

mod{e.).

Then (2.c.2) becomes

(d]2 "a" jji ) O0 i- y tni6o 6o j kijo) (ao j

To put these in intrinsic form we consider the 1-form

(2.c.5)

Its covariant differential is

D ( d.j,’ y JiJ) @ o

(d12 --12jji) @ooi C(T*(M) (R) T*(M))

If we denote by

D()q (d]2i.. yJjf) (,,oi C(ST*(M))
the symmetrized covariant differential and set

H Hjoio 6o j C(S2T*(M)),
then (2.c.5) is

This is equivalent to

D(S)q y"H + k

The formula

D (s)q k modH (2.c.6)

qo -- D ()q modH
defines a 1st order linear differential operator

D "C(T*(M))-- C(S2T*(M)/II) (2.c.7)
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and (2.c.6) is the same as

where is the projection of k to S2T*(M)/H. In summary:

(2.c.9) The solutions y to the variational equations (2.c.2) are in one-to-one

correspondence with the solutions ep to (2.c.8).
Explicitly, if br j basis for H +/-b eieJ.) give a and if we write

O (S)q9 --(O(S))9.io J,

then the equations (2.c.8) are

b/J((D(’)) ko.) 0
O

If =yii is a solution to these equations, then by our nondegenerary
assumption we have

D(’) yH" + k

for unique y’s. Finally, y yie + y"% is a solution to (2.e.2).
We will give some observations on the system (2.c.8).

(2.c.10) The bundles T*(M) and S:T*(M)/H both have rank n, so that (2.c.8)
is an n x n determined system.

(2.c.11) The characteristic variety of the operator (2.c.8) is equal to the
characteristic variety of the isometric embedding system.

Proof. The symbol of (2.c.8) is given by

o(O )() { b/J(ij + ji) }
where , T*(M). The condition o(D)()= 0 is therefore equivalent to

,H ij + ’i
for some ,e*" W*. Writing this as

nx= o 
we obtain exactly the condition that Z (cf. (1.b. 10)). Q.E.D.

Remark. The characteristic variety of (2.c.8) coincides with Z as a scheme.
However, the characteristic sheaf of (2.c.8) is not equal to the characteristic sheaf
of the isometric embedding system (cf. Appendix to II(c)).
We shall conclude this section by considering briefly the variational equations

(2.c.2) for a general

M c En(n+ 1)/2+s
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If we define W to be the bundle of 2nd osculating spaces to x(M) modulo the
tangent bundle, then we may still assume that (2.c.3) is injective. In this case
exactly the same derivation goes through, so that the variational equations (2.c.2)
are still equivalent to (2.c.8) where D is given by (2.c.7). We now separate into
over- and underdetermined cases.

s < 0. There the system (2.c.8) is overdetermined. The dimension of the
complex characteristic variety is given by the 2nd remark following (1.c.6), and
we are in the situation of [4].

s > 0. There the system (2.c.8) is underdetermined. In particular, where s _-> n
the operator (2.c.7) is zero and the variational equation (2.c.2) may be solved
algebraically by taking the y arbitrary and determining the y" by the conditions

O(S)(yio i) y’H’
This is the situation considered by Nash [16] and Greene [7].

Appendix to II(c). We shall attempt to clarify how the same characteristic
variety turns up in the two quite different linearized isometric embedding
systems. For this we shall use the notations and terminology of [5]. Let (I, 0) be a
quasi-linear exterior differential system with characteristic sheaf g. Then

Supp -c c PV (2.c.12)

is the complex characteristic variety of (I,0). The condition that (I,0) be
involutive is given by the vanishing of the torsion of (I,o) and by homological
conditions on /(loc. cit.).

Suppose now that (I,0) is involutive and denote by e’(l) the characteristic
sheaf of the 1st prolongation (I(1),0)of (I,0). Then (loc. cit.)

./(1) _../ ( gY(1) (2.c.13)

Moreover, (i(1),) is involutive with characteristic variety (l) given by

according to (2.c.12) and (2.c.13). Finally, if (I,0) is "determined" in the sense
that its symbol matrices are square, then (i(l), 0) is "seemingly overdetermined"
in the sense that its symbol matrices are k rn with k < m.

Conversely, suppose that (I, 0) is involutive and is "seemingly overdetermined"
in the above sense. For example, we may consider the isometric embedding
system for a general M c En(+ 1)/2 with symbol matrices

B. WK.
Suppose we also suspect that (I,0) is, at least formally, the prolongation of a
determined system. For example, the isometric embedding system is formally the
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1st prolongation of the determined system (2.a.2). Then to find this determined
system we should try to "deprolong" (I, ) by considering

.A/( 1) / (R) (- 1).

If /’(- l) satisfies the homological conditions for involutivity, then it appears to
be the case that the linearized equations for (I, 0) microlocally uncouple into an
algebraic system plus a system with characteristic sheaf /(-1). This suggests
the following

Definition. An involutive exterior differential system (I,o) is said to be
determined if for some k the sheaf /(-k)= ’ (R)g(-k) satisfies the
homological conditions for involutivity and has square symbol matrices.

(2.c.14) PROPOSITION. The isometric embedding system of a general M
c En(n+)/2 is determined.

We will not give a formal proof of this result, but simply remark that the
symbol mapping corresponding to ’(- 1) turns out to be the symbol map of the
linearized equation (2.c.2).

It is instructive to conclude this discussion by explaining directly how the same
characteristic variety E turns up in the two quite different linearized isometric
embedding systems. Keeping our above notations we recall that (cf. (1.b.10))

( [] P V*" there exist W* and/ V* with Ha o /) (2.c.15)

In indices the relation Ha -- /is

lnj i]j -I" jT]i (2.c. 16)

The key observation is that the symbol map 02(/2) of the linearized isometric
embedding system (I,) has kero(0, while the symbol map 02(0 of the
linearized equation (2.c.2) has ker 02().
More precisely, recalling from the proof of Theorem A our notation

and the canonical inclusion

the symbol map

s v*/L3

W* K

of the linearization of (I, o) is given by

o,()(X) j(Ha) (2.c. 17)

where /a S2(V*/L) is the projection of Ha Hjoi wJ S2V* (cf.
(1.b.17)).
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On the other hand, the symbol map

o() v* -+ sv*///"
of the linearized and uncoupled equation (2.c.2) is given by

ag.(/j) I/jo /] (2.c. 18)

where [/j /] is the projection of to SV*/H.
It is clear that the conditions

Ol()a= 0

o() o
are each equivalent to (2.c. 16). In fact, the map

hero() her o()
given by

where (2.c.16) is satisfied, is an isomorphism. It is for this reason that the two
characteristic varieties are equal as schemes.

(d) Theorem B and its consequences, especially corollary (1.c.6), give us
fairly strong information on the microlocal behavior of the linearized isometric
embedding system (2.c.8).

THEOREM C. Let M C En(n+l)/2 be a general submanifoM. Then at a point
(Xo, o) Ekkg+ the linearized isometric embedding system (2.c.8) is microlocally
equiva&nt to a system ofpseudo-differential equations whose &ading symbol is

o(x,)

Lll(X,) Llk(X,)

,(x,) M(x,)
(2.d.1)

where the L,(x, 0 are homogeneous of degree one in with L(xo, o) 0 and are

generic in the sense that

A d%(x,)O

in a conical neighborhood of (xo, o).
(2.d.2) COROLLARY. When n 2, 3, 4 the variational equations of the isometric

embedding of a general M c En(n+ )/2 are locally solvable.

Proof of Theorem C. This is pretty much equivalent to a more general result
whose formulation may shed additional light on the situation. For this we use the
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notations

P(Hom(Rm, Rm))

Y, (A Hom(Rm, Rm) rank A --< m k )

Thus, E is the projectivized space of rn rn matrices and k C is the algebraic
subvariety whose ideal is generated by all (m k + l) (m k + l) minors of a
variable matrix. It is well known that

We shall refer to

codim, k2

as the canonical stratification on the space of m m matrices.
We now consider a symbol

p(x,) T*(M)\(O) Hom(Rm, R’’)

(2.d.3)

given by an asymptotic sum

p(x, )...p,(, ) + po(X, ) +

whose leading term is homogeneous of degree one. This leading term induces a
map

p(x,) PT*(M)o Y (2.0.4)

for each fixed x M.

Definition. We shall say that the symbol p(x, 0 is fibrewise transverse in case,
for each fixed x M, the mapping (2.d.4) is transverse to the canonical
stratification (2.d.3).

Remarks. (i) If we set

-1_, (p)

then it follows that E Ern_ is the characteristic variety and that either k is
empty or else

codim_k k2.

It follows moreover that

In particular, E,,g --2.
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(ii) If we write pl(x,)= Ilp(x,)ll, then this definition has only to do with
the principal symbol pl(x, )11 for each fixed x. It does not say anything about
the Poisson brackets {p,(x,),pv(x,)) and whether or not the ’k are
involutive for k >--2. It also says nothing about the sub-principal symbol of
p(x,O.

Theorem C is a consequence of

THEOREM C’. Let p(x,) be a fibrewise transverse symbol. Then microlocally,
p(x, ) is equivalent to a symbol whose leading term has the form (2.d.1) with

A c(x,) o.
<=a,flk

The assertion "Theorem C’ Theorem C" is a consequence of Theorem B.
To prove Theorem C’ we consider p(x, ) as an operator

P(x,D )" C:(E) --between compactly supported sections of vector bundles E, F over the open set 2
in question. (We may also assume that P is properly supported.) Let
(x0,0) Zk\Z/ and choose a frame (ei(x)) for E so that

ker/o (Xo, o) span e, (Xo),..., ek (Xo)

Using the index ranges <_- a, fl =< k and k + _-</z, v =< m write

p,(x,)

where

co (x0, 0) c. (x0, 0) 0

detllZ.,(x0,0)l[ = 0

We may assume that detllL,,(x,)ll v0 throughout a conical neighborhood
V c T*(2)\(0). For each a,/3 set

Za La,k + La,m
Zk + l,B tk + l,k + tk + l,

det

tm,B tm,k + tm,m

detllL,lldetllL,,ll + {terms containing products L,.
By our assumption, the k2 functions M generate the ideal of ,k A V.
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We have

P,(x, )et(x) E tit(x, )fi(x)

In our conical neighborhood V we choose a new frame fi(x, t) where

(x,) =L(x)

L(x,) i Lit(x,)fi(x) 19,(x,)et(x)

Then ((x,)} is a frame for r*F-- V that is homogeneous of degree zero in .
Using this frame the matrix of p(x,) is

L, (x,,) I111 a.
where the conditions (2.d.5) are still fulfilled. We next define a new frame for
r*E V by

o(,) e()- (,)e(

g(x,t) e(x)

The matrix of pl(X,) is then

where the conditions (2.d.5) are also still fulfilled. Since, with obvious notation,

and these functions generate the ideal of k (q V, we have

/ d/, (x, ) 4:0 (2.d.6)
a,fl

by our fibrewise transversality assumption.
In summary, given (x0,0) Z,\,+ , there exists a conical neighborhood V

of (x0,0) and m m matrices a(x, l) and b(x,t) defined and homogeneous of
degree zero in T*(f)\ {0) and invertible in V, such that in V

o(x,) o
a(x’l)Pl(x’t)b(x’l)

0 I111
(2.d.7)

where (2.d.6) is satisfied. If we let A (x,D) and B(x,D) be the pseudo-differential
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operators (made properly supported) corresponding to a(x,) and b(x, ), then

A(x,D )e(x,D )B(x,D P(x,D

where

(x,).-,(x,) + o(X,) +

where ill(X, ) is given in V by the right-hand side of (2.d.7). This is exactly what
is required in Theorem C’. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary (2.d.2). Since either -sg or

codim Zg 4,

the operator (2.c.8) is of principal type when n 2,3,4 (but not when
n 6, 10, 14,... ), and the corollary follows from a theorem of Hormander [10],
[221.
However, for later use we want to describe how (2.d.1) may be used to obtain

local solutions with bounds. For this we write (2.c.8) as a P.D.E. system

where

Pu f (2.d.8)

e(x,D )" C(a,D )- C (a, F)

is a linear 1st order operator between sections of vector bundles E,F over an
open set 2 c Ftn. With x0 2 a reference point we set 2 Ix x01 < and
define

llull f + Il=)’la() d
Hs(ae, E) completion of C0(a, E) in .

Then it can be shown that (cf. [10])"

(2.d.9) There are constants C= C and o such that for <=o and

f Hs(2e,F) the equation (2.d.8) has a solution u H(f,E) with

Ilull,s (2.d. 10)

III. The characteristic variety and Gauss equations in the 3-dimensional case.

(a) For a 3-dimensional vector space V we consider a 3-dimensional
subspace H c sZv*. Note that the annihilator H +/- c sZv is also 3-dimensional.
Elements of H will be denoted by P, Q,.... We recall that the characteristic
varietv

-CPV*
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is given by

=(xPV*’Q=T/forsomeQllandT/ v*).

In this case, we say that P V* is characteristic. The following
strengthening of (i) in Theorem B when n 3.

is a

(3.a.1) PROPOSITION. For any II, either -= P V* in which case II consists of
all multiples of a fixed V*, or else - is a cubic curve in P V*.

Proof. Choose a basis X 1, X2, X of V* and let Q njkxiJX k be a basis of II.
If ixi P V* (i.e., [, 2, 3] are the homogeneous coordinates of ), then the
condition is equivalent to

,iQ i-- T

for some X, T/. Explicitly, this is

kinj-’- 1/2 (jT/k "t-" kT/j)" (3.a.2)

This is 6 homogeneous equations for the 6 unknowns (;ki, T/i ). Since the Q are
linearly independent, if (3.a.2) is satisfied, then we cannot have either ? 0 or

T/= 0. Thus is characteristic if, and only if, the 6 equations (3.a.2) are
dependent; i.e.,

0 (3.a.3)

This is the equation given in Cartan [5] and Tenenblat [24]. We write it as

F() 0, (3.a.4)

where clearly F() is a cubic polynomial or else F 0. In the latter case, every
Q H is decomposable and we may see that every Q is a multiple of a fixed

P V*, as follows: We picture [HI PH as a linear system of quadrics
Q c p V- p2. By assumption, each Q is a pair of lines, one of which must then
be fixed as Q varies. Q.E.D.

In addition to N c P V* we shall have occasion to use the complex curve

Nc c P V, defined by the same equation (3.a.4) but where P V. Proposition
(3.a.1) is also valid for -Ec.
By Theorem B, we see that H is a general subspace in case Nc is smooth.
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Remarks. (i) It is easy to see that

Ec is smooth = E is smooth and irreducible ). (3.a.5)

The implication is clear (if is reducible, then any two components of c
must intersect in a singular point). Conversely, if , is irreducible, then Ec is
irreducible (if F QL where L is linear, then either L L or else Q ML
where M M is linear). Then any singular point of the irreducible complex
cubic curve -c must be real (otherwise, and would be distinct singular points
and by Bezout’s theorem ,c would contain the line ).

(ii) Since has odd degree, it is non-empty (cf. (1.c.20)). In fact, it is a
well-known consequence of Hanarck’s theorem that , c IqP 2 has either one or
two components, each of which is a differentiable circle. Using real affine
coordinates (x, y) the Weierstrass normal form of F is

y2=f(x) x3 + ax + b

and the possible pictures are

Case 1 f(x) has three
real roots

Case 2 f(x) has one

real root

As we shall see, the distinction between these two cases is of great analytic
significance.

(3.a.6) PRovosrrIoq. If II is general, then H contains no perfect squares and
no two-dimensional subspaces S c H which depend on only two variables.

Proof. Suppose that we could choose bases x of V* and Q of at/so that
Q l, Q2 depend only on xl, x2. From (3.a.3) we see that F(l,2, 0)--= 0, so that F
contains 3 as a factor.
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Now suppose we could choose bases so that Q3= (X3)2. Then (3.a.3) reduces

Expanding along the middle row, we see that F(0 is linear in 3" It is then
well-known (and easy to verify) that this implies that either 3 is a factor of F or
that [0, 0, 1] is a singular point of " Q.E.D.

A remarkable feature of 3-dimensions is that there are three cubic curves in the
story. Two of these are Z c P V* and A c PW that we have already encountered
in general (cf. (1.b.6)); the remaining one is what we shall call the parent cubic

I, c PV,

This
then

and it will now be described.

Definition. Let G S3V* be a cubic form. We define the subspace
3G c S2V* by

OG )G/)e S2V* e V }.

Note that 0G is a subspace of dimension 0 (if G 0), (if G is a perfect cube),
2 (if G depends only on two variables), or 3 (if G depends on all variables).

(3.a.7) PROPOSITION. If II is general, then there exists G S3V* such that

OG=H.

Moreover, G is unique up to scalar multiples.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence (polynomial Poincar6 lemma)

0’ >S3V*
d

2V* V*
d

V* A2V, d A3V,>S (R) > (R) > "0

(10) (18) (9) (1)

of forms of degree 3 on V (the maps d are given by exterior differentiation). The
number in parentheses under each vector space is its dimension. Consider the
subspace H (R) V’C_ S2V*(R) V*; it has dimension 9. Since d(S3V*) has
dimension 10 and S2V* (R) V* only has dimension 18, it follows that

d(S3V*) f) (II V*) =/:(0).

In other words, there exists G S3V* so that G :/: 0 and dG H (R) V*.
clearly is equivalent to 0G c H. If G depends on k < 3 variables,
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dim(OG)= k < 3 and OG would depend on only k variables, contradicting
Proposition (3.a.6) and our hypothesis of generality. Thus G depends on all three
variables and we must have O G H.
Now we must prove uniqueness. Suppose that ( S3V* also satisfies
( H. Then 0 ( G. Let e, e2, e be a basis of V. Then Qi 0 G/e and

Q. O/Oe are both bases of H. Therefore, there exists a matrix A (Aj./)
satisfying Qj AjQi. Since A is 3 3, it has a real eigenvalue, say ), and a
corresponding eigenvector a (a i) so that aiA/= XaJ. This gives

i~ "- 0e) e
a Qi a iA/Qj )taj O-jej O G

where e a iei. It follows that

0-- (G )G) 0.

Thus (-XG depends on at most two variables, so 8((-XG)c II has
dimension at most 2.~ By Proposition (3.a.6) (see the above.argument constructing
G), we see that O(G )tG) 0. This can only happen if G )G. Q.E.D.

(3.a.8) PROPOSITION. Let H C S2V* be general and let G S3V* be such
that G H. Then the locus G 0 defines a nonsingular cubic curve t’ c P Vc.

Proof. Referring to (3.a.5),we shall show that q is smooth and irreducible.
To begin, suppose G-- Qx where Q S2V* is a quadric. Let e 1, e V be

such that x3(el)= x3(e2)--0. Then

OG { Q, x3OQ/Oel ,x3OQ/Oe2)= II.

Since dimH=3, we see that the linear forms OQ/Oe and OQ/Oe .are
independent. But then, by the very definition, the covector lOQ/Oe +
l:2Q/)e2 is characteristic for all ((I,)4=0. Thus E contains a line,
contradicting the generality of H.
Now, suppose that q’c is irreducible but singular. We may suppose coordinates

x chosen so that the (real!) node or cusp of G 0 is at [0, 0, 1]. It follows that G
has the form

G G3(xl,x2) + G2(xl,x2)x 3.

This implies that the quadrics in G H are all linear in x 3. Consulting equation
(3.a.3), this clearly implies that 3 divides F, so H could not be general. Q.E.D.

We may now use the classical normal form for a non-singular cubic. We
record this lemma without proof, see [9]. It is valid over either Iq or (3.

(3.a.9) LEMMA. If G S3V* is a non-singular cubic form, then there exists a
unique number 0 and a basis x,x,x3 of V* unique up to permutation and
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simultaneous scaling (by roots of unity, if any) so that

G (x’)3+ (x)3+ (x)+ 6ax’x-x.
Moreover, a =/= -1/2 or oo since is singular in these cases.

Let us take G in this standard form and compute H and . A basis for H can
be written

(xl): + 2ox2x
)G H (x2)2 + 2ox3x I.

(x3): + 2ox Ix2

A covector ixi is characteristic iff the determinant

1 0 0 0 3 2
0 2 0 3 0 1
0 0 3 2 1 0

0 0 20 0 0
0 0 0 20 0
0 0 0 0 20

Multiplying the first, second, and third columns by 20 and subtracting them
from the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns respectively, we see that this is
equivalent to

-2o 3
3 2o_ l
2 1 203

Expanding this, we get the result

o(f3 + f32 + 33) + (1 -4a3)fl23 O.

It follows that we cannot have o 0 since ’ is assumed to be non-singular. We
may now write the equation in the form

F=I3 +3
2 + 33 + 6/Jl:J3 0

where

403
6o

In order to avoid singularity of we cannot have/ 1/2. This would give

403
6o
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or

403- 30

or

4o3 30 (o 1)(4o2 + 4o + 1) (o 1)(2o + 1):= 0.

Thus, we cannot allow o either. We summarize this discussion by

THEOREM D. Let H C S2V* be a general subspace, and let G S3V* satisfy
O G H. Write G in its normal form

G (x’)3+ (X2)3" (X3)3+ 60X’X2X3.

Then we have o v -1/2, O, 1, oo and

(xl)- + 2ox2x

I1 (x:) + 2ox3x

(x3): + 2oxx’-

F=3+2+3 33+

(3.a.10)

where

6o

Remark. We graph/ as a function of o"

It follows that when/ < 1/2, there are three distinct real values of o which
give the same value of . We can now draw pictures of the cubic xI, for the
interesting intervals of o. The dashed lines are the co-ordinate axes x i= 0, the
line at infinity is x + x2 + x 0 (it contains the three real flexes), and the solid
lines constitute the curve. (See next page for figures.)
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Graphs of

G (x’)3+ (x2)3+ (x3)3+ 6ox’xZx O.

\
/ \

.\
\

-oz<o<-1/2

\\\\ ////I
/// \\\

7

/ \

-1/2<o< o

(b) We now consider a submanifold M3c E6. For each x M the 2nd
fundamental form is gi.ven by

and it defines a subspace

H N(M)(R) S2T*(M),

2 ,IIxCS T(M)

where II (H , Nx(M)}.
We recall that M c E6 is general in case each II is a 3-dimensional subspace

of S2T*(M) that is general.
For, a general M3C ::6, we consider the linearized isometric embedding
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equations (of. (2.c.7) and (2.c.8)). Setting

E-- T*(M)

F S2T*(M)/II --(H-L)*
we consider (2.c.7) as a 1st order linear differential operator

D "C(E)--C(F). (3.b. 1)

In terms of local coordinates x on M and local frames for E, F we will have

Du A i(x) O---U-U + B(x)u
)x

where u =t(u,u2, u3) and the A i(x), B(x) are 3 3 matrices.

Definitions. (i) We shall say that (3.b.1) is symmetric in case we may choose
frames for E, F so that the A i(x) are symmetric.

(ii) If, in addition, some linear combination i(x)A i(x) is positive definite, then
we say that (3.b.1) is symmetric hyperbolic.

(iii) Finally, (3.b.1) is hyperbolic if for each x M the characteristic cubic

" c PT*x(M) consists of two components.-x

Remarks. The notion of symmetric hyperbolic coincides with the classical
notion of Friedrichs [6].

Referring to the pictures in remark (ii), following the definition of general in
III(a), (3.b 1) is hyperbolic if each falls in Case For inside the oval, we
then have a picture where each line through meets v in 3 distinct real points.’X

Choose coordinates (xl, x2, t) on M so that dt lies inside the oval, and for any
choice of frames for E, F write

D (x,t)3/3t + ’(x,t)3/3x’ + 2(x,t)3/Ox2 + B(x,t).

For (/j, 2, /) T (M) the symbol is
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Since dt [0, 0, 1] we have det, 4= 0. We may then change frames so that"x

D I3/3t + A l(x,t)O/Ox + A2(x,t)O/Ox2 4;- O(x,t). (3.b.2)

The line joining [0, 0, 1] to the point [fl, 2, 0] on the line ,/= 0 at infinity is given
parametrically by

where X 0 corresponds to [0, 0, 1]. Thus

oD(x I + X-I1A1 + X-’2A-= X-’(XI + lA + 2A2).
It follows that the equation

detllXI + flA1 + GA-II 0

has, for each (fl,f2)v(0,0), three distinct real .roots Xi(fl,f2) (i= 1,2,3).
Consequently, (3.b.1) is hyperbolic in the sense of Petrovsky-GS.rding-Leray (cf.
[10]).

Referring to the normal forms for G and F given in Theorem D, we define the
following open intervals in

I (O < --1/2}
12 (--1/2 < o < O}. (3.b.3)
I3=(0<o< 1}

THEOREM E. (i) The linearized isometric embedding system is always
symmetric.

(ii) It is symmetric hyperbolic if, and only if, o I U 14.
(iii) It is hyperbolic if, and only if 0 I U 12 14.
(iv) In each I, it is ofprincipal type.

Proof. The statement only concerns the symbol mappings

oD "T*x(M)(R) T*x(M)--> S2Tx:(M)/II
For fixed xM we set V= T(M) and let H S2V* correspond to
II S2T(M). Then, for , V*

o ()() o (3.b.4)

where [f ] is the equivalence class of f in S2V*/H. If (x V* is a basis
relative to which we have the normal form of Theorem D (note that there is no
orthonormality requirement), then the basic observation is that by (3.a.10)

x x -2oxJ x, i,j,k distinct. (3.b.5)
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The vectors xJ x k (j, k distinct) therefore project to a basis of S2V*/H, and by
(3.b.4) and (3.b.5)

OD()(TI) 2t(1/2(j"Ok + k’Oj) 20il"li)[xJ xk] (3.b.6)

where ’ means the sum over distinct i, j, k. In terms of this basis

oo ()()= A +A +A
where the A are the following 3 3 matrices

-2o 0 O]0 0
0 0

A2= -20 0
0 0

A3= 0
0 -20

From this it is clear that (3.b.1) is symmetric.
In order that the system be symmetric hyperbolic, it is necessary that the

characteristic cubic have two components, and that for some Ji the matrix

A A ii be positive definite. Since

2 1 230

we see that the characteristic variety is given by

o( + 23 + 33) + (1 -4o3)123 0

as expected. We have already seen that this has two components exactly when
o<-1/2, -1/2<o<0,0ro>l.
The condition of positivity is that we have, for some ,

--2io > 0 for all (1)

4o2i. > 2k for i, j,k distinct (2)

o(? +/j23 + 33) + (1 4o3)123 > 0. (3)

Equation (2) clearly implies that 402 > 1, so > 1/2.
When o > 1, conditions (1) and (3) imply (2) as follows: If -2io > 0, we must
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have all i < 0. Thus we get, for example,

Since (3) is equivalent to 3 we see that we
must have o(4-) < 0. Since o < 0, we get 4G.- > 0. The other
two inequalities in (2) follow similarly. Thus A is positive definite if, and only if,

is in the interior of the even circuit of
If o < -1/2 (the only other possibility), the situation is more delicate. The

conditions (1) and (3) imply that each ; > 0 and that must lie inside the even
circuit of . We must show that every point in the even circuit actually satisfies
(2) as well. To do this, we note that the point [1, 1, 1] satisfies (1), (2), and (3);
thus, some point of the interior of the even circuit satisfies (2). Now consider the
pair of equations

2
q- ) q- (1 -4o3)123--O.

Multiplying the first by O3 and adding it to the second, we get rr( + f23)
-f2f3. Squaring both sides of this equation, we get

SO

02(13 -’1" 23)2 J122 3"-2:2 4021332

(13 33)2"- 0

so the only real points of intersection of the curves satisfy 2. From this we
deduce 3--2o. Thus the unique real point of intersection of and the
quadric 402- 32 0 is [1, 1,-20]. Since the regions 4o212- 32 > 0 and
det(A) > 0 have [1, 1, 1] in common, it follows that and the quadric must be
tangent at [1, 1, -2o] and that the interior of the even circuit of lies inside the
quadric 4o2t2- 32 0. Clearly, the same argument holds for the other two
equations of (2).

This completes the proof of Theorem E.

(c) In the previous section, we saw that the modulus o of the second
fundamental form H of a general submanifold M3 c_ [6 completely determines
the type (e.g., symmetric hyperbolic, etc.) of the linearized isometric embedding
equations. In this section, we want to study the relationship between the
curvature of the induced metric ds on M3 and the modulus o.
For comparison, consider the case of a surface M2 c_ E3. For x M2, we set

V TxM and note that II consists of a single quadric. By choosing an
appropriate basis x l, x of V*, we may display the relationship between the
possible normal forms of II and the Gauss curvature K(x) of the induced metric
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ds2 at x"

(x’)2 + (x2)2 K(x) > 0

(x’)2 K(x) 0

(x’)2 (x2)2 K(x) < 0

This is, of course, well known.
In the case of a general M3 16, the relationship between the modulo and the

Riemann curvature tensor R is not so direct.
The Gauss equations are written

y(H,H) R (3.c.1)

where, now, we think of R K C_ S2(AV*) as given and H W (R) S2V* as
unknown. In the case n= 3, we know that K= S(AV*). If we set

(H) -/(H,H), the quadratic map

q" W (R) S(V*) S2(AV*) (3.c.2)

is O(W)-invariant and GL(V)-equivariant. It follows that maps O(W)
GL( V)-orbits to GL( V)-orbits.
The orbits of GL(V) acting on S(A2V*) are well understood. If we regard

S2(A2V*) as the space of quadratic forms on A2V, then each element
R S2(A2V*) has a well-defined signature, (p,q), where p is the dimension of
the largest subspace of A2V on which R is positive definite and q is the
dimension of the largest subspace on which R is negative definite. A GL( V)-orbit
in S2(A2V*) then consists of all R with a given signature (p,q):

e,q (R S2(A2V*)lsign(R ) (p,q)}.
The following topological features of the orbits will be important in our
discussion: The orbit p q is open iff p + q 3. The orbits #3,0 and g0,3 are
convex cones in S2(A2V*’). The closure of an orbit dp,q consists of all the orbits

e’,q’ with p’ < p and q’ < q.
The geometric meaning of R as a quadratic form on A2V is well known" If

el,e are orthonormal with respect to the metric ds2, then R(eI/ e) is the
sectional curvature of the two-plane spanned by e and e2. Henceforth, when we

speak of the signature of R we mean the signature as defined above. We remind
the reader that this signature is not the same as the signature of the Ricci tensor,
Ric S2(V*), which may be formed from R by use of the metric ds2 S(V*).
The orbit structure of O(W) GL(V) acting on W (R) S(V*) is somewhat

more complicated. However, we need only a description of the orbits in the open
set U c_ W (R) S2(V*) consisting of general second fundamental forms. For each
H U, let o(H) denote the modulus of the parent cubic of the corresponding
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subspace H c S2V*. The function o is constant on the orbits of O(W) x GL(V)
acting on U and can be seen to be smooth there. It follows, by Theorem D, that
we may write U as the disjoint union of open sets Utll < l < 4} where H Ut
if and only if o(H) I (see (3.b.3)). Referring to Theorem E, we shall say that
H U is symmetric hyperbolic (resp. hyperbolic, principal type) if H U to U4

(resp. H Uit0 Uv_U U4,H UU U2U U3to U4).
THEOREM F. Let R S2(A2V*) be given and suppose the signature of R is

(p,q).
(i) If q > 2, the Gauss equations (3.c.1) have a symmetric hyperbolic solution.
(ii) If (p, q)4: (0, 0) or (0, 1) then (3.c. 1) has a hyperbolic solution.
(iii) If (p,q)4: (0, 0), then (3.c.1) has a principal type solution.

Remark. What we shall actually prove is that the range of o on ’7-(R) C U
is described by the following Table, in which (k,/) refers to the signature of R
and the union of intervals underneath is the range of o on 7-(R)Cl U, except
for the two starred entries, where the range of o may be larger. That this Table
implies Theorem F is an immediate consequence of Theorem E and (3.b.3).

TABLE

(3,0)
I_ U I3

(2,0)
12 CJ 13

(2,1)* (1,2) (0,3)
12to 13 I to I2U 13 to I4 I tO 12to 13 to 14

(1, 1)* (0,2)
12 U 13 I I,.J 12 CI 13 [’-J4

(1,0) (0,1)
I2 h

(o,o)

Proof of Table. Let

U(X) H U o(H) x)

where ) (E (- 1/2, 0, 1, oe ). U()t) is a union of O(W)X GL(V)-orbits. Because
of the equivariance of "7, it follows that 7(U(X))c_ S2(A2V*) is a union of
GL(V)-orbits. It follows from our previous discussion that the signature of
R S2(A2V*) completely determines whether or not R (U(X)). Obviously,
this is the same as saying that the range of o on 7-(R) Cl U depends only on the
signature of R.

Let -(W) denote the space of bases w (w, w2, w3) of W and let -(V*)
denote the space of bases y (y,),2, ),3) of V*. For each k 1/2, 0, 1, o
we define

Qi(y,)k) (yi)2+ 2)kyjo yk

H(w, y,))= wi(R) Qi(y,)).
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Clearly, this gives a map for each l-- 1,2, 3, 4

w) x v*) x v,.
By Theorem D, this map is surjective and satisfies H(w, Y,?0 U(A) for all A.

The fibers of this map are given by the twelve curves

where e $3 and S3 is the sub-group of permutation matrices in GL(3, Iq). Thus,
in order to determine (U(,)) as a union of GL(V)-orbits, it suffices to
determine the possible signatures of R (H(w,y,)) as w-(W) and
y --(V*) vary. Now, we may write

where

Writing

H(W .,]2 k) W ( Q (y k) Hij (w ) ( .,V .,]2j

Ilni (w, ,)ll
W kW3 kW21kW W2 kW
kW2 kW W

R Rijkl(iA ])o (yk A .,VI),

the Gauss equations (H(w, y,))= R become (cf. (1.b.1))"

Ri, Hi(w,;k)" .,(w,)- Hi,(w,)" Hz.(w,). (3.c.3)

This equation may be written in terms of symmetric 3 3 matrices as follows:
Let denote the vector space of 3 3 symmetric matrices. For each

1/2, 0, 1, we define a linear transformation Lx / / by

a b3 b2 b 2a a + 2b3 Xa2 + 2b2

L b a2 b a3 + 2b b2 2a2 a + 2b

b b a Xa +b a + Xb b3 ha3
If we define h(w) and G(R ) by

ho.(w) w,. wj (3.c.5)

%(R ) Rgzm, (3.c.6)

where (i,k,l) and (j,m,n) are even permutations of (1,2,3), then the equations
(3.c.3) may be written

G(R ) Lx(h(w)). (3.c.7)
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Now it is easy to see that the signature of R as defined above is the same as the
usual signature of G(R) as a symmetric matrix. On the other hand, h(w) is
necessarily positive definite, being the matrix of inner products of a basis of W.

Let c_ ’ denote the convex cone of positive definite matrices. Our
discussion has shown that

(3.c.8) PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent
(i) For a given R S2(A2V*) of signature (k,l), there exists an H W (R)

SV* satisfying o(H)= and

7(H,H)=R.

(ii) (k,l) (U(k)).
(iii) There exists a matrix of signature (k, l) in

c_

Using (3.c.8), the proof of the Table follows from the case analysis below. In
what follows, we always assume that {- 1/2, 0, 1, o ).

(3.c.9) PROPOSITION. L is invertible. In fact

Proof. Compute.

(3.c. 10) PROPOSITION.
signature (0, 0)).

Lx( ) does not contain 0 (and, hence, no matrix of

Proof. 0 and Lx is invertible. Q.E.D.

(3.c.11) PROPOSITION. Consider the matrix

S= a b
b a

(i) ff b O, then S has a triple eigenvalue at l a.

(ii) If b :/: O, then S has a double eigenvalue at tz a b and a single eigenvalue
at lz=a+2b.

Proof. Compute.

(3.c. 12) PROPOSITION.
3t 12 U 13

If Lx( ) contains matrices with signature (3, 0), then
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Proof. Suppose that Lx( ) U :/: O, and let M be such that Lx(M). Define T" /" --> by

T
al b3 b21 a2 bl b3
b3 a2 b b a b2
b2 b a b b2 a

Clearly T preserves and commutes with Lx. Thus Lx(TM), Lx(TM) .
Since C3 Lx--() is a convex cone, we see that 1/3(M + TM + TM)
belongs to C3 Lx--(). We write

M= a b.
b a

Now M > 0 so we may divide by a so as to reduce to the case a 1. We then
have

Lx(M )
b-X X2b-X Xb-X
;k2b-)k b-, ;k2b-)t
;kb )k )k2b X b-X

Referring to (3.c.11) we see that the conditions

Lx(M ) > 0

are incompatible unless 1/2 < X < 1. Q.E.D.

(3.c.13) PROPOSITIOY. Lx( ) contains matrices of signature (0, 1) if and only if
XI3.

Proof. Any matrix with signature (0, 1) can be written

rl
2

rlr2 rlr3
Q=- rlr2 r r2r3

r r3 r2r3 r
Setting

A (2)k3 + 1)r,r2r -X2(r3 + r3 + r33)
we may compute

det L-’( Q )
A2
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Hence, if L I(Q) > 0 we must have k- ?4 > 0 so 0 < ? < 1. Conversely, if
0 < k < 1, we may set r r2 r and see that L-l(Q) > 0. Q.E.D.

(3.c. 14) PROPOSITION. Lx() contains matrices of signature (1, O) if and only if

Proof. Keeping the same notations as in (3.c.13), we see that -Q has
signature (1,0). We also compute

det L-l(- Q )
A2

Thus if Lx- l(_ Q) > 0 we must have X4 X > 0, i.e., X > or ;k < 0. Now Lx()
is an open set, and any open neighborhood of such a -Q must contain positive
definite matrices. By (3.c.12), Lx( contains positive definite matrices only if

1,/2 < X < 0 or 0 < X < 1. Hence, we conclude that the only possibility for )t is

1/2 < X < 0. Conversely, if X 12, then setting r r2 r3 1, we get

L- 1(Q) > 0. Q.E.D.

(3.c. 15) PROPOSITION.
(0, 3) for all X.

Lx() contains matrices of signature (0, 2), (1, 2), and

Proof. If Lx( contains a matrix of signature (0,2), then it necessarily
contains matrices of signature (1,2) and (0, 3). This is because Lx() is open and
any neighborhood of a matrix with signature (0, 2) contains matrices of signature
(1, 2) and (0, 3).

If X 13, then Lx(SP) contains a matrix of signature (0, 1), hence we are done
by the above argument.

If X I U 12 U 14, then the matrix

M= b
b

with b X(X + 2)/(2X2 + 1) is positive definite and Lx(M) has signature (0,2).
Q.E.D.

(3.c. 16) PROPOSITION. Lx() contains matrices of signature (2, 0) if and only if
) 12 C) 13

Proof. If La() contains a matrix of signature (2, 0) it must contain a matrix
of signature (3, 0). By (3.c.12) this forces 12 U 13.

If ) 13, then the matrix

M= b
b

where b X(X + 2)/(2X2 + 1) is positive definite and Lx(M) has signature (2, 0).
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If X 12, then Lx( ) contains matrices of signature (1,0) by (3.c.14) and
hence must contain matrices of signature (2, 0). Q.E.D.

(3.c. 17) PROPOSITION.
(2, 1) and (1, 1).

If X 12 t3 13 then L( ) contains matrices of signature

Proof. If ;k 12, then Lx() contains matrices of signature (1,0). Hence, by
openness, it contains matrices of signature (2, 1) and (1, 1).

If )t 13, then Lx() contains matrices of signature (0, 1). Again, openness
implies that Lx() contains matrices of signature (2, 1) and (1, 1). Q.E.D.

IV. The set-up for the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem.

(a) We begin by defining the manifolds and Banach spaces which will be
used in IV-VI.

Let c (0, 1)n-1 be an open convex set. The manifold which will be embedded
into Euclidean space is

M=I1/4,-I, dimM= n.

Although this will only be done for n 3, the discussion in IV-V is valid for
all n > 1. Therefore, we will restrict to n 3 in VI only.
The co-ordinates on M will be (xl,..., xn-l,t), x (x x -l) fi,
[1/4,3/4], in V, but in VI we will change "t" to "x ’’. We do this because

in V, it is useful to distinguish a "time co-ordinate" in contrast to the "space
co-ordinates" x l,..., x i. On the other hand, in VI, when the proofs of the
main theorems are being given, it will be more convenient to "forget" the
distinguished co-ordinate.

In V a linear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations on M will be
solved by extending the system to one on a larger manifold

X-- Tn-1 [0, 1], Tn-I Rn-l/zn-1,
where hyperbolic systems are more easily solved. Co-ordinates on X will be
(x xn-l,t), 0 < X , < 1. Another domain we will use is the "spacelike
hypersurface"

rt=Tx{t}cX, [0,1].
Given a multi-index a (Z / )-l, we will denote

Dx )x )x -I

However, if a (Z + )n, then

D2= OX O) ...(Oxn_( i)x

Let . be M, X, or Tt; V a normed vector space, and E a vector bundle over
with a smooth norm on the fibers. We denote by C(_., V) (C(E)) the
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space of V-valued functions (sections of E) which are smooth up to the
boundary. L2(.., V) (L2(E)) is the space of square-integrable V-valued functions
(sections of E) with respect to the measure dx dxl.., dx n- or dxdt

dx dx n, depending on ... The L2-norm will be denoted

lul2 dx(dt)

The Sobolev spaces -L(_, V) and L(E) are defined to be the completions of
C(, V) and C(E) respectively, using the following norms:

ID2ul =  k > O.

Here, a is a multi-index running over (Z / )dim _.
Given u’X V, we also define the following norms:

j=0 I1 < k-j
0<t<l;

,(x)
j---0 I1 < k-j

Here, a (a,, %_ ), D (O/)xl)a’... (O/Ox 1)%_,.
The vector bundle ST*M has a canonical trivialization with respect to the

co-ordinates (x,..., xn). Using this and the flat metric, we can define, as
above, the spaces C(S2T*M),L(S2T*M) of sections of the bundle. In local
co-ordinates, given any section g gidx dxJ,

gl (gi ) dx at
i,j=l

(b) The main tool we shall use to prove theorem G is the Nash-Moser-
Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem. The heart of this theorem is a simplified version of
the Nash-Moser iteration scheme. Just as the Picard iteration scheme leads to
the usual implicit function theorem, the Nash-Moser scheme leads to a
generalized implicit function theorem.

Let q:E F be a Fr6chet differentiable map between two Banach spaces;
usually it will be a nonlinear differential operator mapping between the
appropriate Sobolev or H61der spaces. Given u0 E and f0 F satisfying
q)(u0) f0, the usual implicit function theorem says that if the linearized operator
q)’(u0) has a bounded right inverse, then for f sufficiently close to f0, there exists
u E satisfying

O(u) =f. (1)
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One way to prove this is to construct a sequence un --> u using the Picard
iteration scheme, i.e.,

Un+, U + ’(Uo)-l(f dP(un)), n > 0

However, when solving a linear differential equation

Pu f,

where we assume P is a nth order operator with smooth coefficients, it is not
always possible to prove that if f L or C, then u Lk+n or C / n. In other
words, in solving for u, we have suffered a "loss of derivatives." Then viewing
P:L/,,o L or c/n-’> C, the inverse to P is unbounded. Therefore, the
Picard iteration scheme diverges badly since more derivatives are lost for each
iteration.

If there is to be any hope of solving for u satisfying (1), the loss of derivatives
must be controlled. Nash’s fundamental idea was to modify the correction term
by smoothing it, and to use Newton’s iteration scheme, a much more rapidly
convergent method than Picard’s. The iteration scheme he used was a fairly
complicated one and several people have given simplified schemes which usually
yield weaker results than Nash’s original formulation.
The iteration scheme used here is of the form

Un+ U "4" Snt(Un)-’(f f(Un)), n > O, (2)

where S is a sequence of smoothing operators, i.e., S,,u is smooth and for n
large, SnU approximates u. Observe that we need to have ’(u) be invertible for
all u near u0; this is a stronger assumption than needed for the standard implicit
function theorem. Further assumptions on are needed to prove that an
iteration sequence like (2) converges. The key requirement is that satisfy
estimates of the form

IO’(u)vl < c(lul )(Ivl,+ + lul + lvl )

< c’(lul ,)(Ihlk/ , +
(3)

where a,/3,,/, a’,/3’,-( are fixed constants and Is denotes a H61der or Sobolev
norm. The essential feature to notice is that there are no terms of the form

lul,+,[vlk+ or lUlk+,,,lhlk+,. Such "quadratic" terms cause the iteration
scheme to diverge. However, it turns out that estimates like (3) are not
unreasonable to expect. The basic example to which almost everything finally
reduces is. given by lemma (5.6.1) which says roughly that for any two functions f
and g,

Ifgl < c (Ifl l gl0 / Ifl01 gl ).

As can be seen in V-VI, this lemma seems to be the key fact when applying
the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem.
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The theorem we give here is exactly the same as the one stated in [17], except
that we have put the assumptions into the form of [3]. However, in [17], only a
Ck-existence theorem is proved, one apparently far weaker than Nash’s original
theorem which gave smooth solutions. M. F. Sergeraert, in [19], was able to make
clever use of Schwartz’s own estimates and a standard interpolatiorr inequality
(cf. (4.b.1)) to prove a C -existence theorem.
We will not use here the specific Banach spaces defined in IV(a). Instead the

Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem will be stated for a general scale of
Banach spaces.

Definition. (Ek, k 0, 1,2, is a scale of Banach spaces if
1. Each Ek is a Banach space with norm
2. For all k < l, Ek Et; and

We set

E==NE.
k>O

The standard examples of such a scale are the scale of Sobolev spaces defined
earlier and the scale of C-spaces.

In either case, E is a space of smooth functions. We say that a scale (E has
smoothing operators if there exists a family of operators:

So :Eo-->E, 0

which satisfy the following estimates for any 0 < k < l:

ISoul, < Mt,o’-klul, u Ek (S1)

I(I- So )ulk < M,,kOk-’lul,, u E, (52)

1 Sou < Ml,kOk-l-’lul,, u E (S3)
k

Here, M, is a constant independent of u.

lim 1(I- S0)u[= 0, u Ek ($4)
0+

Before discussing the theorem, we state and prove an interpolation inequality
which will be quite essential both in proving the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-
Sergeraert theorem and in applying it.

(4.6.1) LnMMa. Let E be a scan of Banach spaces with smoothing operators
So, 0 ) 1. Then the following estimate holds:

lul < ,glul-J)/(-i)[ulj-/(-, u Ek, < j < k

Here, M#, is a constant independent of u.
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Proof.

This estimate holds for any 0 > 1. In particular, set 0 (lul+/lul)’/-, w thn
have:

lulj < (M.,, + M#)luli-J/k-ilulJ-i/k-i Q.E.D.

Let (E+,), (F,) be scales of Banach spaces with smoothing operators; we will
denote the norms of both scales by k. Dk will denote the closed unit ball in Ek,

and for any r > O, D/,(r) will be the ball of radius r centered about 0 in

NASH-MOSER-SCHWARTZ-SERGERAERT THEOREM. Let d Do-+ Fo be a map
satisfying the following assumptions:

( ) +(o) o
(2) For any k > O, O:Do fq E-F is a twice Frbchet differentiable map
(3) The Frbchet derivatives ’, O" satisfy the following estimates:
For any k > 0; u DO f3 E,; v, w E

I+’(u)vl < c;(Ivl / lullvl0) (4.b.3)

I(+"(u)v,w)l < c;’( / lul)lvllwl (4.b.4)

(4) There is an integer a > 0 such that for any u D:, O’(u) has a right inverse
Q(u): F: -+ Eo q D: satisfying the following estimate:

O(u)vl_ < g(Ivl, / lullvl) k > , u O C, v C. (4.b.5)

Then there exists > 0 such that for any integer rl > 11, we can find a continuous

map D:() --) D: satisfying:

Moreover, for any k > a and , > 50(k a)/33k, xI+: D;:(8) N Ft,+x--+ D, q E,.
In particular, 9 D;, (8) fq Foo -+ D, fq Eoo.

A proof of this result can be found in [17] and [19].2

(c) In order to use the interpolation inequality (4.b.1) and the Nash-Moser-
Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem on the scales defined in IV(a), smoothing operators
must exist. First, we will construct smoothing operators for (L(iq’)). These
operators are easily adapted to any compact manifold, (cf. [18]). However, our
domains are manifolds with boundary. To define smoothing operators on these
domains, we will use extension operators. The extension operators will also be
useful in studying hyperbolic systems on manifolds with boundary.

2See also HAMILTON, The Inverse Function Theorem of Nash-Moser, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 7
(1982), 65-222.
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The smoothing operators we construct for (L](R")) are exactly the same as
those constructed for Ck(T")} in [17]. The proof of the inequalities S1-$4 are
the same as well; a different H61der inequality is used. The proofs are elementary
and are omitted here.

Let ’RR be a compactly supported C function with ---1 in a
neighborhood of 0. Let a" R" R be the inverse Fourier transform of ;

a(x) -’-;R"()e2rix’c;d’ d= dl dn.

a(x) is a Schwartz function and satisfies

y ( ifx"a(x)dx= 0 if t :/= 0’
where a (a, On) X X Xn, dx dx dxn. Given u L2(Iq") and
0 > 1, we define the smoothing operator So L2(FI")o L2(FI") to be

(Sou)(x) O"fR,a(O(x y))u(y)dy.

Remark. The set of operators (So, 0 > 1) defined here are also smoothing
operators on L2(Tn). To do this, we write a function on T as a periodic function
on Iqn. It is easy to check that So preserves whatever periodic properties a
function has.
We now turn to extension operators. The existence of such operators is given

by the following result of Stein, [21]:

STEIN EXTENSION THEOREM. Let D be either a bounded convex domain or a
domain with smooth boundary in Iq. Then there exists an extension operator
o L2(D ) - L2(iR") satisfying:

(1) for any x D and f C(D), (of)(x)= f(x);
(2) o is a bounded linear operator,

o L(D )--> L(D ), < p< , O< k< .
We will only need this statement for p 2.
It is now clear that given D X or M, we can define a family of smoothing

operators (Sd) simply as

S;u

Therefore, we can use both lernma (4.b.1) and the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-
Sergeraert theorem on the manifolds M and X.

(d) We now recall the results of II but here using co-ordinates. This is
necessary because we do not know how to prove estimates using moving frames.
Although the equations will only be needed for embeddings of a three-
dimensional manifold in 1=6, we will derive the results for an n-dimensional
manifold in 1=u.
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Suspending the definition given in II(a), let M be any smooth n-dimensional
manifold, possibly with boundary. We will, however, use the Sobolev spaces
defined in H(a).
We define the functional to be the left hand side of (2.a.2),

n

(I)(u) (du, du) ( O.__u. On ) dx dxj
i,j= Ox Oxj

in local co-ordinates. (4.d.1)

This defines a map

b L+ (M, F.N) -- L(ST*M ), k >O.

The Fr6chet derivative is given by

d’(u) L+,(M, I::N)-- L(S2T*M), u L+ ,(M, EN),

ft(U)Y
i,j’-I xi OXj Oxi OXj

(4.d.2)

This corresponds to the linearized or variational equation (2.c.2).
Fix a smooth embedding uo:M---> EN. We want to apply the Nash-Moser-

Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem to the functional . The main requirement is to be
able to solve the linearized equation (2.c.2) which we write as

dp’(u)y h, u "near" uo (4.d.3)

with the estimate given by (4.b.5).
We may assume that u and h are smooth, and u is a general embedding of M

in EN. Given y" M ---> EN, we can write

y=y’ + y"

where y’ is the component of y tangent to M and y" the normal component with
respect to the embedding u.

Let 0 be as in II(c), the 1-form dual to y’ with respect to the metric (u). In
local co-ordinates,

where

I) g dx

We also split the second partials of u into their tangent and normal
components, obtaining in local co-ordinates

O2U aU
OX OXj Fil. X "[- nil. < i, j < n.
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The/’ are the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection for (u) with
respect to the local co-ordinates (xi). Set

H H/Jxixj --- C(S2T*M).H is the second fundamental form of the embedding u.
Then in local co-ordinates, (2.c.5) looks like:

( 0qgi 0]) flit) (4.d.4)+ -F/Jm-(H/j, =h/j < i,j<n2 Ox OX

Clearly, solving for y is equivalent to finding q and y" satisfying (4.d.4). If we
let N > (n(n + 1)/2)+ n, then by setting qo 0, we get at each point x M, a
determined or undetermined system of linear equations for the unknown y"(x)
which has N- n components. This is easily solved with the estimates needed for
the Nash-Moser theorem, leading to a local C oo isometric embedding theorem of
any M in EN, N > (n(n + 1)/2)+ n, (cf. [7]). However, if N < (n(n + 1)/2)+
n, the intrinsic piece with the "symmetric covariant differential" cannot be
suppressed. A "decoupling procedure" was described in II(c) and we review it
here.

Recall that H c S2T*M is the subbundle defined by the second fundamental
form. In local co-ordinates, for any p M,

llp { ( t,,
OX9?uOXj (p)) dx dxJ t, NpM )

We also defined the "annihilator bundle" of H, H +/-c S2T*M. Each fiber is
given by:

ii=(BiJ 0
OxiOxj

Now restricting to a contractible piece of M, we can choose a set of smooth
sections

b bi/ 02 eC (H
Ox Ox2

such that at each point p, br(p) span II. Applying each of these sections to
the system (4.d.4), we obtain

b i..J ( O q’--Z F.%) br/jh
xj

(4.d.5)

We restate (2.c.9) in the context here:

(4.d.6) The solutions y to the linearized equation (4.d.3) are in one-to-one
correspondence with the solutions q)idx to (4.d.5).
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Thus, to solve the linearized isometric embedding system, we must solve a
system of first order partial differential equations. As described in II(c), the
system is underdetermined if N > n(n + 1)/2, determined if N n(n + 1)/2,
and overdetermined if N < n(n + 1)/2. A study of the overdetermined case
is done in [4]. We will investigate only the determined system, when N--
n(n + 1)/2.
Given a system of PDE’s, the first step to determining the existence of

solutions is to look at the characteristic variety or equivalently the principal
symbol of the differential operator. One hopes to find something that is elliptic or
hyperbolic because these are the best understood PDE’s. For such equations,
existence theorems are classical and good estimates are not hard to find.

In our case, the characteristic variety of the operator defined by the left hand
side of (4.d.5) is the one for the operator in (2.c.11). It is therefore the one studied
in great detail in {}I and III. We find that for n > 5, the characteristic variety
has singularities; in linear PDE theory such an operator is said to have "multiple
characteristics." Very little is known about the existence of solutions to such
equations. For n 3, 4, the characteristic variety is generally nonsingular; such
an operator is called "real principal type" and as stated in corollary (2.d.2), local
solutions are known to exist. However, we are not yet able to prove the estimates
needed for the Nash-Moser theorem.

Finally, when n--3, {}III describes in detail when the linearized equation is
hyperbolic. In V we will describe in detail the estimates which will lead to a
local C isometric embedding theorem for the general M3 in 1=6.

V. Estimates for linear hyperbolic systems.

(a) We now define what a linear hyperbolic partial differential operator is;
and state the theorems which give the existence of a right inverse satisfying the
estimates necessary for the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem. The
remaining sections of {}V contain a proof of Theorem G, when the operator is
symmetric hyperbolic. The proof of Theorem G’ for a strictly hyperbolic
operator has been relegated to the appendix. (See Corrections A at end of paper.)
A first order determined hyperbolic system on M or X is of the form

Pu =f
where u and f are Iqm-valued functions; and

p=An-t +Ai ) +B"
OX

where A i,A ", B are smooth m m matrix-valued functions satisfying one of the
following:

(5.a.1) P is symmetric hyperbolic if A i,A" are symmetric and A" is positive
definite.

(5.a.2) P is strictly hyperbolic if A is nonsingular and for any (x, t) M or
X, ? Iq l\ (0}, the polynomialfl (z) det(zA n(x, 0 + .A i(x, tJ) has n distinct
real roots.
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Given a hyperbolic operator P on M, define the following quantities:

j=l
(5.a.3)

Iv hn(x,t)vl
x(P) inf

x,0 Ivl=

h(P) gives a lower bound for the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of A "(x,t).

THOaZM G. Fix 0 < a < b and an integer a > [n/2]. Let P be a symmetric
hyperbolic operator on M satising

IPI(M) < b

X(P) a

Then P has a right inverse

Q: C=(M,m) C=(M,m)
which satisfies the following estimate:

Ofl(M) < C(IPI(M) Ifl(M)+ Ifl(M)),

(5.a.5)

(5.a.6)

k>a, fC(M, Iqm).

(5.a.7)

(5.a.10)

The basic idea involved in constructing the right inverse Q is to extend P to a
hyperbolic operator on X, solve a fixed initial value problem there, and restrict

Here, Ck is a constant depending on a/, b, and a.

where Ck is a constant independent of u, f, and P.

The corresponding statement for a strictly hyperbolic operator requires further
assumptions.

Let 3 c (Iqm(R) Rm) (Ftm(R) Iqm) denote the set of all (n- 1)-tuples
of rn m matrices, (A,... ,An-l), such that for any j R"-\{O}, S_IAJj
has m distinct real eigenvalues. is an open set in lq(n- )m2.

THEORFM G’. Fix a set ca/ C ;Vf, diffeomorphic to the closed ball in [q(n-1)m2,
a real number b > O, and a positive integer a > n + 3.

Given any strictly hyperbolic operator P= A’(3/3t)+ A i(/x i) -b B on M
such that

((An)-IA’,(A")-A 2 (A")-IA "-’) C(M, ea), (5.a.8)

IPIL:.(M) < b, (5.a.9)
there exists a right inverse Q" C(M, [qm)___) C (M, [qm) satisfying

QfI(M) < C(IPIL+o(M) IfI,(M) + Ifl(M)), k > a, f C(M,[:Im).
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the solution back to M. The Sobolev estimates (5.a.8) and (5.a.9) are obtained by
a technique used by S. Klainerman in [13]. The main ingredients are the standard
energy integral estimates, Gronwall’s inequality, and some elementary calculus
lemmas. The proof for a symmetric hyperbolic system is fairly straightforward.
However, the basic estimates for a strictly hyperbolic system are proved using
pseudodifferential operators. A discussion of this plus the other modifications of
the proof to Theorem G to make it work for a strictly hyperbolic operator are
contained in the appendix AV.

(b) Before embarking on our excursion into hyperbolic systems, we need
some calculus lemmas which will be quite essential in proving (5.a.8).

In IV(c), we observed that the scales {L(M)), {L(X)), and {L(Tt) all
have families of smoothing operators. Therefore, on each scale, the interpolation
inequality (4.b.1) holds. We will use this lemma to obtain estimates on the
product of two functions and on the composition of two functions.

(5.b.1) LEMMA [13]. For any f, g C();

_
M, X, or T; the following

estimates hoMfor any multi-index a, al k > 2:

(b) IO(fg) fOg,lL < ak(IflLl glL + IflL:,I glL_,)
Gk is a constant depending only on . and k. (See Corrections B at end of paper.)

Proof. We use the following elementary fact: given any a, b > 0 and integers
k > > O,

ai/kb(k-i)/k < a + b.

Proof of (a)"
k

l=0

k

< G Ifl (t-’)/z,:() IjlL(2)l’#/ gl ’/:()1 gl.(e)(t-’)/
1=0

Proof of (b)"

by (4.b.1)

by Leibniz’s rule

ID"(fg) fD"gl:()
k

1=1

k

< G ll(5-l)/(k-l)ll(t l)/(k-l) (5-t)/(k-) --1)
J[ LI( [J[L() gl () g[( l)/(k

_()
l=l

< a([/l()lgl_,()+ I/l()lgl()). Q.E.D.
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Remark. The lemma holds also for f and g vector-valued; f matrix-valued
and g vector-valued; or f and g both matrix-valued.

(5.b.2) LEMMA. Let ; M, X, or Tt. Let q C(B), B a compact domain
in [qN. Then for an); u C (_,B), we have the following:

k>l

(See Corrections C at end of paper.)

Proof. Let a be any multi-index, I1-- k. Using the chain rule, we have"

CDxu’)
ez,+-’’ +ez,=B

l<k
1 !

where u (u , u:,... ) and (e) is the standard basis for R. Therefore,

ID( o u)l

k+... +kt=k

Apply the interpolation inequality (4.b.1) to each factor in the terms of the
summation. We obtain

1=0

However since u is a map into a bounded domain,

sup

Therefore, if we sum the estimate over all I1 k, the lemma is proved. Q.E.D.

(c) The Cauchy problem for a linear hyperbolic system is known to be well
posed. Proofs for both the symmetric hyperbolic and the strictly hyperbolic cases
may be found in [23]. The result we shall need is:

(5.c.1) PROPOSITION. Let P be a hyperbolic operator on X- Tn-l [0, 1];
i.e., it satisfies either (5.a.1) or (5.a.2). Then given smooth functions q: Tno [qm,

f X--> [qm, there is a unique solution u X---> [m to the system:

Pu f
u(x,O) =(x)

Moreover, u is smooth.
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We will not prove the existence of the solution u. However, the regularity and
uniqueness of u will be implied by the estimates we prove for symmetric
hyperbolic systems in this section and for strictly hyperbolic systems in the
appendix.

For the rest of this section, we will consider only symmetric hyperbolic
systems, and only those of the form:

O_.U .]. h On -I- Bu f (5.c.2)t x’

The A i, B, and f will always be smooth functions on X.
The first estimate is the standard energy integral inequality whose proof

requires the A i’s to be symmetric.

(5.c.3) PROPOSITION. Let u be a solution to (5.c.2) with an); L2 initial value.
Then for an); [0, ], the following estimate holds:

d lul c(t)lul +- L2(Tt) L2(Tt)

where c(t) n--l’]i=1 h L].0(Tt) -1-

Applying Gronwall’s inequality (5.c.5) to this estimate gives an a priori
estimate for lul,=rt) in terms of Ifl=,) and the coefficients of P. An immediate
consequence is the uniqueness of u. However, since what we really want are
Sobolev estimates, we will defer the use of lemma (5.c.5).

Proof of (5.c.3):

(u(x, t), u(x, t)) u, - u, A Bu + f2 t x’

in) -]-. u,

Integrate each side over T to get:
" i=1 OX--’-’t n u + (u, f).

B]u)dx+ fr,(u’ f)dx

Next, we extend this estimate to Sobolev norms involving only derivatives in
the xi’s.

(5.c.4) PROPOSITION. Let u solve (5.c.2) with any initial data. Then

d k>0, 0< t< 1;
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where

ck (t) ak IA L 0< T,) + BIL2< T,)
i=1

and ak, k are constants independent of A i, B, L and u.

Proof. For k 0, we have (5.c.3).
For k 1, differentiate (5.c.2) with respect to xJ, j 1,..., n- 1. Use

the resulting set of (n- 1)m equations and the original m equations to con-
struct an nm by nm symmetric hyperbolic system for which the vector
(u, (u/xl),..., (u/x l)) is a solution. Applying Proposition (5.c.3) to this
new system, we get the estimate we want.

For k > 2, we will use the calculus lemmas proved in V(b). Fix a multi-index
a Z I. Let u() Du. Apply D to (5.c.2) to get:

Ou(’) Ou(’)

Ot OX --Daf D(A u ).-I-. A iD On
OX OX

-Dx(Bu)

This is a symmetric hyperbolic system; we can apply Proposition (5.c.3) and the
triangle inequality, obtaining

n-1

Dff (A OX ) DxaA
X L2(Tt)

+

We now use lemma (5.b.1) to estimate the last two terms on the right hand side,
and sum both sides over all lal < k, proving the proposition. Q.E.D.

(5.C.5) LEMMA (Gronwall’s inequality).
functions satisfying

Let q(t),K(t),h(t) be smooth positive

< Kno+ h.
dt

Then q(t) < eC([q9(0)+ ftoe-C()h(r)dr1, where C(t)= ftoK(r)dr.
(5.c.5) is proved by solving the corresponding differential equation explicitly.

Using this lemma, we can prove the following"

(5.c.6) PROPOSITION. Fix R > O. Let P O/Ot + A i(O/Ox i) + B be a sym-
metric hyperbolic operator with smooth coefficients on X, satisfying

n-I

[h ilL,.o(X + [n[].0(x) < R
i--1
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Let u solve

eu-- f, f (. C(g,[qm).

Then for an), k > 1, the following estimate holds:

i=1

where Ck,o depends only on R.

Proof. We first prove for k 1,

Apply (5.c.5) to (5.c.4) when k 1, obtaining

lul lul,o<o) + eLI,o( Tt) < e Cl( t) -c,() fl ,.o(T d]
where

fo’ foc,(t) c(-) + ,(-)- ,(-) + ,(-)-.

One can easily show that:

Therefore

Cl(t) <(a, + l)1lAilL,o(TO + IBIz2(vo dr <(a + I)R.

Similarly

fot foe C,() fl z&( r, dr < Ifl ,,o(T) & < Ifl ,2,.o().

We may set CI,0 e(a’+a’)R, proving the lemma when k 1. For k > 2, the
proof proceeds in a similar fashion. Apply Gronwall’s inequality to (5.c.4),
obtaining

lUIL,o(T,) < eQ,(t) te-ck()( + ()lul ))d]lul,o(o) + Ifl ,o() ,o(
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where

Ck(t) z)dr RCk( ak

fo

ul .o(o) ,..o() ) ul
i---1

The lemma is then proved by putting in the estimate for ]ulL,o(X) and absorbing
a’Ci,0 into C to define a new constant Ck,0. Q.E.D.

We now want to derive Sobolev estimates which include O/Ot’s. However, we
also want to suppress the contribution to the estimates from the initial data.
Therefore, we will assume zero initial data, and take f to be identically zero in a
neighborhood of the initial surface TO We get the following result:

(5.c.7) PROPOSITION. Fix R > O. Let P O/Ot + A i(O/Ox i) -F B be a sym-
metric hyperbolic operator which satisfies

n-I

Z A ilL](X) dr. IBIL](X) < R.
i=l

Let f C (X, [qm) satisfy the following: There exists > 0 such that

f[ r--’ [o,,q =0.

Let u solve the initial value problem"

Pu f, U]ro= O.

Then the following holds"

i=1

Proof. We prove the following estimates by induction: For any k > > 0,

lulz.,(x) < c Iflz(x)+ IAilg(x)/ Inlzg(x)If[z,(x) (5.c.8)
i=1

This will prove the proposition.
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To prove (5.C.8)k,0, square both sides of the estimate in (5.c.6), integrate over t,
and take the square root. The right hand side doesn’t even depend on and
doesn’t change.
Now fix integers 0 < l < k. Assume that (5.c.8)r,s has been proved for the

following pairs of integers (r,s):
(1) s < r < k
(2) s<l,r=k.

Let a Z"-l be any multi-index, lal k- 1.

D Ott_ f- A
Ox

-Bu
L:(X)

< f[ LL,.,_,(x) + Dx O ’t-i hi
OX L2(X)

D; O.i.t_ (Bu)
L2(X)

We estimate each of the last two terms:

L2(X)

by Lemma (5.b. a).

Dff otl_
A

Oxion L2(X)

D Ot, A
Ox

A D
OxiOt l-1

L2(X) +IA OtuO
Ox Ott_ L2(X)

< G_, IAil.g_,(x)lul,>,(x)+ IAil,(x)lul,._,(x)
i--1 i---1

+ ( A

Here, we have used (5.b.lb) to estimate the first term and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality for the second.
We can now substitute in the assumed estimates for ul,.z_,x) and ul,.z.,_,<x).

We also need the following:

Oul2 + f- A "u Bul2

Oxi L2(x)

< C l+ IAil(x> + lul  ,.0(x)
i=1

Now substitute in the estimate for ]ulz?,.o(X The resulting estimate can in turn be
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put into the estimate for ]D(Ot/Ott)ulL2x). Summing these estimates over
[a k- proves (5.c.8),t. Q.E.D.

(d) We give a proof of Theorem G. Given a symmetric hyperbolic operator

p=An7 +Ai - +B
Ox

on M and f C(M, Iqm), we can solve the equation

eu =f
by first transforming P into an operator of the form

t ""i + , i symmetric,

extending/ to a symmetric hyperbolic operator/ on X, solving an initial value
problem on X, and restricting the solution back to M. This procedure defines a
right inverse Q to P. The estimate (5.a.7) is then proved using Proposition (5.c.7),
Lemma (5.b.1), and Lemma (5.b.2).

Let ’: L2(M)oL2(Rn) be the extension operator given by the Stein
extension theorem (see {}IV(c)). We can then define an extension operator

L2(M)o L(X) as

(r ’u)lt0,,l u

where q C oo([n) satisfies the following:
(a) support of q c (0, 1)n
(b) qg--=l onM.

The function qg’u may be viewed as a function on X since it is identically zero
on a neighborhood of the boundary of [0, 1]".

Given a smooth matrix-valued function A which is always positive definite
symmetric, the Gram-Schmidt procedure can be used to define a smooth
matrix-valued functio S" M--+ [2m2 satisfying:

tS(x,t)An(x,t)S(x,t) I.

Let

where i _..tS4 is, __tSA "(OS/Ot) + ’SA i(S/xi) -- ’SBS. We then extend
to an operator on X,

).
OX
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Since P is symmetric hyperbolic on X, a right inverse Q may be defined as
follows" Given f C(X, [q), set Q f equal to the solution u of the initial value
problem"

1o=O.
The right inverse Q to P is then defined to be

Q

where L2(X)o L2(M) is the restriction operator, since

PO esO’S tS -ffO tS ’S -lRtOtS I.

We begin the proof of the estimate (5.a.7) with a lemma.

(5.d.1) LEMMA. Fix b > a > O. Let A C(M, Sg-(tqm)) satisfy the following
conditions (corresponding to (5.a.5) and (5.a.6)):

(1) IA (x, t)l < b, (x, t) M.
(2) v A (x, t)v > alvl2v [m, (X, t) _. M.

Then there exists a smooth function S(x, t) such that

tSAS I,

and such that for an), f C(M, [qm) and k > O, the following estimate holds:

Isfl) < N(IAIg)IfI,) + Ifl))-
Nk depends only on a and b.

Proof. Let ,,,b (h S(Iqm)[ a < (v, Av) < b). a,b is clearly a compact
domain in S([qm) (symmetric rn m matrices). The Gram-Schmidt process
defines a smooth function " a,b GL(m, [q) such that

tq,,(A )A(A ) I, A a,b"

We then define

S(x,O=(oA)(x,O.

Linear algebra shows that

implying thatIs(x,t)l < --a
On the other hand, Lemma (5.b.2) gives
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Therefore, using Lemma (5.b.la) and these bounds for the norms of S, we get

ISflL(M) < Gk[ISII2(M)IfIL2(M) + ISIL2(M)IfILg(M)]

The proof is completed by setting Nk max(GkMk, Gk (1 /)). Q.E.D.

Proof of (5.a.7).
[1L(x)- Recall that

Observe that Ioul/2x) < EI ul Lx) and I L(M)

P= S"8_ +A --- +B"d Ox

is assumed to satisfy (5.a.5) and (5.a.6). In particular, (5.a.5) implies that

IA"IL<M) < b.

Since a > [n/2], the Sobolev lemma implies that there is a constant b’ such that

IA" (x, t)l < b’, (x, t) M.

Therefore, we may use Lemma (5.d.1) to obtain the following estimate.

a L2(M) + IA ILg(M))

(recall definition (5.a.3)).

A similar argument shows that

IBILgM) <

Then given f C (M, [qm),

by (5.d.1).

Using (5.a.5) and the bounds for i,/ we just derived, we see that R > 0 can be
chosen, depending only on a and b, so that / satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition (5.c.7). Observe as well that by the definition of o, ogtSf meets the
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condition given in (5.c.7). Therefore, we have the following:

OtSflz.<g) < ,[Ek(IA
i=1

We get the estimate by substituting in the estimates for
I’sfl,(), and observing that Ihl(,) < e[,.(,) < el,(,) < b. Q.E.D.

A.V. Appendix: Estimates for linear strictly hyperbolic systems.

(a) This appendix contains the propositions necessary to prove theorem G’
and their proofs.
An L2-inequality similar to the one in Proposition (5.c.3) is proved in AV(c)

using a pseudo-differential operator to "symmetrize" the operator P. In using
such machinery, more derivatives of the coefficients A i,B will be required than
in the symmetric hyperbolic case. The argument used to extend the basic
inequality to a Sobolev inequality is essentially the same as before.
The new wrinkle here is the use of pseudo-differential operators on T 1. A

precise representation of the composition of two pseudo-differential operators
and of the adjoint of a pseudo-differential operator is required. Also, we need to
estimate the norm of an operator in terms of its symbol. AV(b) contains a brief
exposition of pseudo-differential operators on T (we use T instead of T for
convenience). The operators are defined globally using Fourier series rather than
Fourier transform. This avoids the use of local co-ordinate charts, and a partition
of unity which are necessary in the standard construction of pseudo-differential
operators on a compact manifold. Moreover, the statements and formulas
obtained are simpler than even those for operators on [n since there one has to
worry about the operators being properly supported. However, the results in
AV(b) do hold in some sense for any compact manifold. Although the
corresponding statements are not invariant, they can be made with respect to
some fixed choice of co-ordinate charts and partition of unity. Using this,
Theorem G can be proved for a strictly hyperbolic operator on I S, S a
compact manifold without boundary.
The last piece needed to complete the proof of Theorem G’ is showing how to

extend a strictly hyperbolic operator on M to one on X. This we do in AV(d);
the rest of the discussion in V(d) carries over without change to complete the
proof.

(b) We will only use matrix-valued pseuo-differential operators; there is
essentially no difference in the following propositions and the corresponding
ones for scalar-valued pseudodifferential operators. Let V denote the space of
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complex m X m matrices. We will use the standard matrix norm on V, i.e., as a
linear operator on [[m. We denote D--()/l,...,)/n) and D
(/)x 1,. / x n)., a, fi are multi-indices.

(A.5.b.1) Definition. Denote by k (Tn, V), k R, the space of smooth
functions a" T Rn--> V satisfying the following property"

For any multi-indices a,/3, there is a constant C, > 0 such that

IDffDa(x,)l < C,(1 + I 1) -Ial (A.5.b.2)

An element a(x, ) _k (T,, V) is called a V-valued symbol of order k.
We can take the Fourier transform of a(x,O ’ (Tn, V) as a function of x.

Since it is a function on the torus, we obtain a Fourier series as follows"

a ( Tl, ) _,,e 2riX" na (x, ) dx, "r 7n,
JT

a(x,) eZix’"a(,1,), x T", l R".
GZn

Here, T" R"/Z".
Since a is smooth, is rapidly decreasing in the first variable, i.e., it satisfies

the following estimates:

ID?(n,,)l < ,.,(1 + Il)-’( + Il) ’‘-I"1, (A.5.b.3)

where is any nonnegative integer, c is a multi-index.
A collection of seminorms is then defined on’ (T", V) by setting lalm,Z equal

to the infinum of all ,z satisfying (A.5.b.3) for [a < m.
Given a(x,) -g(Tn, V), a pseudo-differential operator, denoted Opa, is

defined as follows:

(Opa)u(x) e2iX’a(x,,1)a(l), u C(Tn, cm), (A.5.b.4)
oZ

where is the Fourier series of u, i.e.

l (’rl ) ;T,,e 2riX nu (x) dx, Zn.

Since u is smooth, I() is a rapidly decreasing function of . It is then easily
checked that the sum (A.5.b.4) and all its derivatives are absolutely convergent,
showing that (Op a)u C(T, Rm).

Furthermore, Opa can be uniquely extended to a continuous linear map
Op a L+ (Tn) tf(Tn). More specifically, we have the following:

(A.5.b.5) PROPOSITION. For any a (T, V), u C(Tn, cm),

[(Opa)u[c(r,, < C,k[al0,+, +,[ulc+(r. k,s nonnegative integers.
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The proof presented is essentially the standard one for continuity of
pseudo-differential operators on Iq". We first recall some basic facts on the
Sobolev norm of a function.
Given a function f" Z"---> Cm, we will denote

)1/2El ( )l
’0 EZn

The Plancherel theorem states that for any u L2(Tn, Gm) and t its Fourier
transform,

Basic fact.
that

For any nonnegative integer k, there are constants C, C’ such

lul,=() < GI( + Il)u()l < G’IuI() (A.5.b.6)

Proof ofproposition.

(Op a)u(’q) fT.e-2ix’n(Opa)u(x)dx

E [fTe-2rrix’(rt-f)a(x,) dx

E (,- ,Oa().
Z"

By (A.5.b.6) we have

I(Opa)u[z,2(r,) < G’[(1 + [l)(Opa)u(n)lz,

(1 -4-I/I) (/-
Z

-4-I1) E I(- ,)1 I()l
t

Now using the fact that + Inl < + l/j[ + In -/Jl < (1 + I1)(1 + In 1), we
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obtain

L

by H61der’s inequality. By setting l--s + n + 1, the sum in the second factor
converges. Using (A.5.b.6) we obtain the desired estimate. Q.E.D.

We next develop the symbol calculus of pseudo-differential operators up to
"zeroth order." However, an error term, analogous to that of a Taylor series, is
obtained.

(A.5.b.7) PROPOSITION.
,k+t (T", V) and

Let a #k(Tn, V), b ,t(Tn, V).

(Op a) (Op b) Op ab + Op c,

Then ab

where the Fourier transform of c fk+l-l(Tn, V) is given as follows:

ez Da(l- , + tS)’Dxb(8,)dt.(l, ) 2qri

Proof.

(Opa)(Opb)u(x)= e2’ix"a(x,l)(Opb)u(rl)
ritZ"

By the fundamental theorem of calculus,

a(x, rl) a(x, l) + (q 1) r(x, l, rl l),

where

r(x,l,6) foDa(x,l + t6)dt

Then (Opa)(Op b)u(x)= S(x)+ S2(x), where

Sl(X) e2riX’na(x,)(Tq ,)t()
r/, e z"
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and

S(x) eV-’ix’n( ). r(x,, )t;( ,)a().

where

(j,,a) Da(rl, + ta)dt.

Since DxbO1 , 0 2ri(r/- Ob( , O, we get

Da(a - e, + te). Dxb(e,)dt

(Op)u(a).

We still need to check that c is in fact a symbol. It suffices to show that d satisfies
(A.5.b.3) for all a and l. Only the case a 0 will be proved here; the general
estimate for a 0 is proved in the same way.

z ’lDea(l a, + ta)l lDxb(rl, e)[dtI(,,)I <
< lal,,mlblo,y E,,fol(l -F In- dl-m( + I / talg-’( + l/l)-+l( + ll)’dt

< lall,mlblo,.i(l + l/l) -j+’(l + II)’ .fOZ
( / I- al)-’( / I / tal)-’dt

< lall,mlblo,j(l -I-l[)-s’+’(l -I-II)/’-I (1 -I-I- al)-mfol(] -I- tlal)-’ dr.
EZ
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For k > 1, we obtain

Ic(,)l < lal,,mlblo,j(1 + I/[-J+’(1 + I1)+’-’ (1 + I/- l)-m(1 + I1)
8 Z

< [al,,mlblo,(1 + Il)-Y/(1 + I1)’+’-’ (1 + I- 81) -m+k-l.

Set rn n + k to make the sum converge, s j- k obtaining

Icl0, < Clal,,n+lblo,+; C= (1 +
8Z

(A.5.b.8)

For k < 0, the integral drops right out, then setting s j- and rn n + 1, the
following is obtained"

Iclo. < Clal,..+llblo,+,. (A.5.b.8’)

In particular, c(x, l) satisfies the symbol estimates of order k + l- 1. Q.E.D.

We will denote the adjoint operator to Opa with respect to the L2 inner
product as (Op a)*.

(A.5.b.9) PROPOSITION. For an); symbol a _k (T", V), (Opa)* is also a
pseudo-differential operator Opa* of order k. Moreover, its symbol is given as

follows"

folla*(/,j) =’a(--/,) + "De; a ( n, l + tl) dt

Proof. By Plancherel’s theorem,

(u,(Opa)v)= ] t(/)(Opa)""(/)=

Thus,

(Opa)*u(/) ’a(- /,/)a(,) (A.5.b.10)

As before, use the fundamental theorem of calculus to say

a( "0, T/) a( T/,) "q" OI(T/ ’) DCa(, n,, + t(n ))dt

Substituting this into (A.5.b.10), we obtain the desired expression for (Opa)*u. It
is easily checked that a*(x,t) (T, V). Q.E.D.

(c) Fix " and as defined in V(a). Throughout this section, we will also
fix a set ’c such that

(1) c interior (’)
(2) a" closed ball in R(n- 1)m2.
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Let P / + A i(O/0x i) .+. B be a strictly hyperbolic operator on X. We will
always take (A , ,A n-l) C(X,’) and B C(X, Ft (R) FIm). Denote

At Ai(x,t) .-- C(Z, Rm)--> fz(Z,{m)
X T7

Setting a,(x,) 2ri’]2_ A i(x,t)i, A Opat.

P strictly hyperbolic implies that at(x,), O, has m distinct imaginary
eigenvalues, denoted 2i(x,t,),..., 2im(X,t,), where < h < < hm"
Using this property, a symmetrizer for A can be constructed as follows:

(A.5.c.1) PROPOSITION. Let (Ai) C(X,),
n--1

at(x,) 2i AJ(x,t),
j=l

and

n-1

A Opa E Aj 0

j=l Xj

Then there exists a pseudo-differential operator R Op r of ordek zero satisfying
the following:

Rt* R (A.5.c.2)

2m. uC(Tn-l, Rm), (A.5.c.3)

where (u, v fr.(u(x), v(x))dx.

At*R + RtA is an operator of order zero. (A.5.c.4)

Futhermore, if we assume that (A i) C(X,,), then the following estimates
hoM:

n--1 )2IR,ulL(.) < M ] IAilL.+,(x) + lUlL() (A.5.c.5)
j=l

L2(T)
(A.5.c.6)

Proof. For each eigenvalue 2riX.(x,t,), va O, define the matrix

(zI at(x, ))-ldz,

where "[(x,t, li) is a contour, smoothly varying with (x,t,), enclosing
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2riX,,(x,t,O and no other eigenvalue of at(x, O. p,, is a well-defined, smooth, real
matrix-valued function on X Iq \ (0). As a linear transformation on V, p
projects a vector onto its component in the (x, t,0-eigenspace. It is then seen
that

(1) p is homogeneous of degree zero.
(2) p commutes with at.

Now set

m

r (x, l) tp,, (x, t, l)p,, ( x, t, l)
t,---1

r;(x,O is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Furthermore, since a is pure
imaginary, at* -tat. Using this, it is easy to check that r’ta + at*r O.
However, we need a positive definite, self-adjoint operator R and having a

positive definite symmetric symbol does not necessarily give one. One can be
constructed, in the following manner:
A bound on the lowest eigenvalue of r is given by:

=1 v=l

m

< [m2 Ip(x, t, )vl= m2(v, r; (x, )v),
t,--1

where v [::{m, (X, t,) X [qn-1\ {0}.
Therefore, r;(x,O-(1/2m2)I, I =identity matrix, is also positive definite

symmetric. It then has a smoothly varying "square root", b;(x, ’0, satisfying

r,t(x,) =b;(x,)b,t(x,) + l_.J___i.
2m

b, like all the other functions defined thus far, is not a symbol since it is not
smooth when /j=0. This is remedied by fixing a function q C(R),
lt0,/2 -= 0, lt,,oo) -= and setting bt(x, 0 (ll)b;(x,0, Since b is smooth on
Tn-l [qn-l, for fixed t, and homogeneous of degree zero in for 1,
bt ,O( T, V).
The desired symmetrizing operator is then given as:

R (Op bt)* (Op bt) + I,
2m2

where I: C oo(T[qm)-.--)Coo(T[qm) is the identity map. R clearly satisfies
(A.5.c.2) and (A.5.c.3). Using the standard symbol calculus of pseudo-differential
operators, as seen in propositions (A.5.b.7) and (A.5.b.9), (A.5.c.4) follows easily.
Observe that the cut off function adds only an error of infinitely negative order.

It remains to prove (A.5.c.5), (A.5.c.6). For this, the following lemma is
needed:
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(A.5.c.7) LEMMA. Let p C (X, V) be such that for fixed t, p(. t, )
’k(T 1, V). Then p satisfies the following inequality"

Ip(’,t, ")10, < Msup(1 4-[l)-[p(x,t,)l,/,(x.

Proof.
ki e-2ix.sup (1 + Inl)( / I1) p(x,t,)dx

r/Zn- /T

sup (1 + I1)- IOxp(x,t,)ldx
R"-I "lal<s

Fact. For anyf C([0, 11), If(x)l < flf(t)[ + If’(t)ldt, x [0, 1].
We leave the proof as an elementary exercise. Using this fact and the

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we get

< Mj sup (1 + I[) IDxp(x,t,)l + Dxp(x,t,) dxdt

< M’ sup (1+ Q.E.D.

For fixed , the function bt(x, 0 is obtained by composing a fixed smooth map, X FIn-I "--)am ()a with (A , A ,-l, 0- In particular, if we restrict to
(A l,..., A "-) ’, a compact set in , lemma (5.b.2) gives

Ibt(x,t)lz.,+,(x) < c.[+ ,,elat(x,’)lz.,+,(x) for each

Since b is homogeneous of degree zero in ,
n-1

sup [b,(x,t)lq+,(x)< sup
nn-’ I1-- j--

Combining this estimate with lemma (A.5.c.7), we obtain
n--1

[bt[o, < M’
j=l

Finally we estimate the norm of R

(v, Rtu)= ( v, (Opbt)* o (Opbt) + 12m2 lu )
((Op b,)v, (Op bt)u) "t" (v, u)

2m2

(A.5.c.8)

2m2
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Setting v Rtu and using (A.5.c.8), we get

(n lj=l

Repeating the argument above, it can be proved that

Obt n-1--- O,n j=l

Then by differentiating (v, Rtu) with respect to t, we obtain the estimate

---u < M IAJlg+_<x + lul). Q.E.D.
L2(T) j=

Using Rt, we can prove an energy integral inequality. It will be convenient to
define the following inner product and norms on L2(T, Iqm):

(u, V)R (u, Rtv)

lul,=(u,,,\//R

The norm R,, by (A.5.c.3) and (A.5.c.5), is equivalent to the LE-norm.
(A.5.c.9) PROPOSITION. Let P 0/0 + A i(O/Ox i) + B be a strictly hyper-

bolic operator on X with (A i) C (X,’) and B C (X, Rm Rm). Given any
f, u C(X, Rm) satising Pu f, the following inequality holds:

d lu]n < clul + Ifl,,., t[O, 1]
where c is a constant depending on the coefficients A i. However, if we fix a constant
b > 0 and assume that

n-1

j=l

then c may be chosen so as to depend only on ’ and b and to be otheise
independent of e.

Proof.

,R,u + u,R, + u,u
dR )(f Atu- Bu, Rtu ) + (u,Rt(f Atu Bu)) + u,-d-t-u

dR )2(f, Rtu ) + u,-u 2(u, RtBu) (u,(RtA, + At*Rt)u)
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We estimate each term separately:

by Cauchy-Schwartz.

dR )U,---U
n--1 )2j=l

by (A.5.c.6),

(< 2m2Ml IAl<+(x + lul2,,
j=l

by (A.5.c.3).

(u, RtBu) (Rtu, Bu> < IR,ulz(ralBu[(ra

< M IAJl<+,(x +1
j=l

n--I )2< 2m2M IAJlx+,(x)+1
j=l

A crude bound on [BIL2(T3 is given by the Sobolev lemma:

sup [B(x,t)I)vol(Tt) <
xT

sup IB(x,t)l< IB[<(x).
(x,t)x

To estimate the last term, the symbol of RtA -I- At*R must be estimated. First,
the symbol of At* is given as follows:

n-1

i) Xj Xj j= O.XJ Xj

Therefore,

n- nlat* (x, ) 2rri AJj OtAJ
j=l j=l OXj

Using (A.5.b.8), (A.5.b.8’), and (A.5.b.9), we see that

(u,(RtA q- At*Rt)u> < Clrtl,,,+l(latl,,,+, + lat*l,,,,+,)lul2()
n--1 )3< C1 E IAJI<+,(,)+1 [U[2L2(r,)
j=l

n--1 )3< 2m=Cl IAla+,(x)+1 lul2,
j-1

The proposition follows immediately. Q.E.D.
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The extension of the estimate to Sobolev estimates proceeds exactly as in
V(c). The only difference is that a different norm is used, namely

lul,. lul2,dt

The final estimate, of the form given in Proposition (5.c.7), can be converted
back to the desired estimate using the Lk2-norms, using (A.5.c.3) and (A.5.c.5).
This gives the following result:

(A.5.c.10) PROPOSITION. Fix b’> 0 and "C as described earlier. Let
P= O/Ot + A i(O/Oxi)+ B be a strictly hyperbolic operator on X with (A i)
c(x,,), c(x,m ),

n-1

j=l

Let f C(X, lq") satisfy the following: There
flr-’xt0.,l 0. Let u solve the initial value problem:

exists >0 such that

l’u =f, Ulo 0.

The following estimate holds:

IA:l,<x) + IBlg<x) Ifl
j’-I

when , depends on b’ and a" but is otherwise independent of u, f, and P.
We now give a similar argument as in V(d) to indicate how a strictly

hyperbolic system of the form

u OuA"--ff-[ + A + Bu f

on M is solved using the results of AV(c) and an extension operator. The
procedure is slightly more involved than for symmetric hyperbolic systems.

Let r, b, and a be fixed as in the statement of Theorem b’, given in V(a).
Also, fix r’D as described in AV(c).

Consider a strictly operator P A "()/) t) + A i(o/x i) + B on M satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem b. Denote

i (A n)-IA, j (A ")-’B.

We want to extend P to a strictly hyperbolic operator on X. Fix an extension
operator, as described in IV(c), 0" L2(M, lq(n-1)m2) ---’) L2(S, lq(n-l)m2). Recall
that is bounded in the L norm. Therefore, by embedding ff" appropriately
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as a ball in R(n-l)m: and ’ as a much smaller ball, we can define
’L2(M,) L(X,/"). Moreover, it is clear that this definition of o still
gives a bounded operator on L2, k > 0. Now set i= 1. Extend/ to a map
B:X---Rm@ R as in V(d). This defines a strictly hyperbolic operator P
satisfying the assumptions of Proposition (A.5.c;10). Observe that b’ depends
only on b and . Let be the right inverse of P as given in (A.5.c.10). Then a
right inverse of P is given by

Q 0o(A ")-f,
when :L2(X, Rm) --) L(M, Rm) is the restriction operator. That Q is a right
inverse of P and satisfies (5.a.8) is proved in the same fashion as Theorem G was
proved in V(d). We do not repeat the argument here. This completes the proof
of Theorem G’.

VI. Local existence of smooth isometric embeddings.

(a) In this section, all the various pieces presented in III-V are assembled
together to prove a local existence theorem for smooth isometric embeddings of a
three-manifold in I:16

Throughout this section; we will-use the manifold M32 [,], a
compact convex domain in R2.

(6.a.1) Definition. A smooth embedding u: M3--)R6 is hyperbolic if the
following equivalent conditions hold:

(1) The differential operator given by the left-hand side of (4.d.5) is hyperbolic
as defined by (5.a.1) and (5.a.2).

(2) The characteristic variety of the linearized isometric embedding system is a
cubic with two components; and the line R dx TM lies inside the oval for
each x M.

(6.a.2) Remark. The first half of (2) corresponds to the definition of
hyperbolicity given in Ill(c). The second part corresponds to the x3-direction in
M being a "timelike direction." Using (1), Theorems G and G’, and the
discussion in IV(d), we see that the linearized isometric embedding system
(4.d.3) can be solved whenever u is hyperbolic. This then leads to the following
result:

THEOREM H. Let uo M- R6 be a smooth hyperbolic embedding. There exists
s Z +, t R + such that for any metric g C(S2T*M) satisfying

there is a smooth embedding u M---> a6 inducing the metric g; i.e.,

g.

Remark. Theorem H also holds for any manifold M’ S I where S is a
compact surface and I a closed interval. The proof is exactly as for M, but
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messier since there are no global co-ordinates. To obtain the estimates analogous
to Theorems G and G’, M’ is embedded in X’ S I’, I cc I’; and the initial
value problem is solved in X’.
The proof of this theorem consists of checking that the assumptions of the

Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem hold for a suitable choice of the
Banach spaces and the functional. The conclusion then follows directly.
The scales of Banach spaces we will use are given as follows:

L+,(M, R), & (S’T*M); > 0.

The norms for Fk will be taken to be the usual L2-norms. However, we will fix
e > 0 and scale the norms for Ek} as follows:

lul-- ,-’lul,z+.<,, u E.
The constant e will be specified more precisely later in the proof.
Denote by D.(Uo) the unit ball in E centered at uo.
The functional to which the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem is to

be applied is

v L2(M, I::I6)0(v) (Uo + v) (u0),

when P is the functional defined by (4.d.1).
(1) Clearly we have 0(0) 0.
(2) To see that 0 is twice Frechet differentiable, it suffices to show that is.

The derivatives of are easily seen to be as follows:

’(U)2 2(du, d)= 2( OX OX )dxidxJ
(dp"(u)y, w) dp’(y)w 2(dy, dw)

(3) The estimate (4.b.3) is proved using lemma (5.b.1) as follows: let
u uo + v D0(u0).

[’o(v)yla: 2[( Ov OY )dxidxJxi xJ L(M)

i,j----1 OX L(M) 3Xj L2(M) a.xi L=(M) axJ L(M)

-< ci(Ivllyl0 + Ivlolyl) -< c(Ivllylo +

since vl0- u- uol0 < 1.
(4.b.4) is proved the same way but is even easier since Lemma (5.b.1) is not

used.
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(4) The rest of this section will be devoted to constructing a right inverse Q(u)
to ’(u) and showing that the estimate (4.b.5) holds. Equivalently we want to
show that given an embedding u D,(Uo) A Eo, c some fixed integer, h F,
we can always solve fory" M-> R6 such that

and

b’(u)y h (6.a.3)

lYI- < g(lullhl + Ihl), k > c. (6.a.4)

We showed in IV(d) that to solve for y, it suffices to find a 1-form qidx
satisfying the system of partial differential equations (4.d.5). The object of the
rest of this section is to show first that if u is sufficiently close to u0 in the
C2-norm, the system (4.d.5) is a hyperbolic system of the form studied in V.
Theorems G and G’ then give a solution for and hence for y. Then, in order to
prove the required estimate, we must bound the norms of go" F., birj, and HO. in
terms of norms of u. This is done by observing that all these geometric quantities
are obtained by composing fixed smooth functions with the 2-jet of u. Lemma
(5.b.2) then bounds the L-norms of these functions by the L-norm of the 2-jet
of u; but this is simply the L+2 norm of u. Finally applying Lemmas (5.b.1) and
(5.b.2) a few more times, the desired estimate for lYlc,(t) is obtained.
We now provide the details of this argument.
Given a smooth map u: M--R6, we denote by j2(u) the 2-jet of u, the

associated section of the bundle a6()j2(M). Let V be the fiber of this bundle.
The co-ordinates on M determine a trivialization of a6( J2(M); we can then
identify

V R6 ( (R @ R (E) S 2R3);
and the 2-jet of u is given as follows"

j(u)(x) ( u(x), U (x) Ou 32u 3u (x))(X),..

The property that u:M3-- a6 be a general immersion is a linear algebraic
condition on j(u)(x), x

_
M. In particular, u is an immersion at x if the vectors

(3u/3xl)(x), (3u/Ox)(x), (3u/3x3)(x) are linearly independent. It is not hard to
show that an embedding u is non-degenerate, as defined in I(a), if at each x

M, the vectors (gu/Oxl)(x), (3u/Ox2)(x), (3u/3x3)(x), (Ou/(Oxl))(x),...,
(Ou/(Ox3)2)(x) span all of R6. We can rephrase this as follows: An embedding u
is non-degenerate if and only if the 2-jet of u maps into V c V, where we define

V, { (u, ui, uij) ui) are linearly independent, /i, )2O" ) span a6 }.
On VI, we define the following functions:

ij(U, Ur his,) (Ui Uj)
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Let (u, ur, ust) (,o.(u, ur, ust)) denote the full positive definite symmetric matrix;

071 (u, u, us,) (i, j)th component of (u, u ust) 1;

3
^kri.(u,u,u,,) E g,,(u,u,us,l(u,,uo.);

1=1

^k/0.(u, u, u,,) u/ r,(u, Ur, Ust)Uk.

Notice that H0. is 116-valued.
It is clear from the discussion in IV(d) that the functions g/ /j j2(u),

^kF Fj j2(u), and Hj H/jo j2(u) give the metric, Christoffel symbols and the
second fundamental form associated to the embedding u. The span of the vectors
{ H/j(x)} give the normal bundle of M as a subbundle of Tx116.
We can associate a cubic form to any point in V as follows" The vectors

Hij(u,u,ust span a 3-dimensional subspace of 116. Choose any basis of this
subspace. The equation (4.a.3) then defines a continuous map.

g] V "--’) p(S3[3)
[F] is well-defined since a change of basis of the subspace only changes F by a
scalar factor.

Let - c P($3113) denote the space of cubics whose associated complex cubics
are smooth. is clearly an open set in p(S3113). Lemma (4.a.9) defines a
continuous function o:{ 11 which is a projective invariant of each cubic.

Let V2 c V denote the set of (u, u,ust) which satisfy the following:
(1) [Fl(u, u,, u,) .
(2) o([Fl(u,u,uD) (-o, 1/2) (- 1/2,0) (, ).
(3) The point [0,0, 1] IqP 3 lies inside the oval of the cubic F](u, u, us,).

V2 is an open set of V and hence of V. Moreover, V2 can be characterized as
follows:

(6.a.5) An embedding u is a hyperbolic embedding of M3 in 116 if and only if
j2(u)" M --> V2.

(6.a.6) LEMMA.
satisfying

Let fl Z +, fl > 3. There exists > 0 such that for an), u

u is a hyperbolic embedding.

Proof. By the Sobolev lemma, there is a fixed constant Ca such that

If(u)(x)-f(Uo)(X)[ < Ca[u- u0l+,() < Cae, x M.

Here, we are using the norm on V induced by the standard one on II3.
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By choosing small enough, u will clearly be an embedding. Moreover, since
V2 is open, we have j2(u):M---> V2. By (6.a.5), the conclusion of the lemma
follows. Q.E.D.

Fix fl > 3 and e > 0 as determined by the lemma. Use to define the norms

Ik for the scale (Ek) as in (6.a.2). Then by construction, Da(uo) contains only
hyperbolic embeddings satisfying (6.a.11).
To use Lemma (5.b.2), j2(u) must map to a fixed compact set. The set we use is

the following:

B(u) ((U, Ur,Ust) . Vl(u, Ur,Ust) =j2(u)(x) for some u D(uo), x M ).
That B(uo) is in fact compact follows from the Sobolev lemma and the fact that
M is compact.
We still need one more set of functions on V2, namely the ones that give a

basis for II +/-. Following IV(b), we make the basis a symmetric third order
tensor, and for convenience, we lower all the-indices. Thus, given (U, Ur,Ut), set

(bijk(U, ur, ut)) equal to the solution of the following system:

bijk bjik bikj, < i, j, k < 3

3

E o, < < 3.
i,j---

At each point (u,u,,ust) V2, this gives 26 independent equations for 27
unknowns bik(U, Ur, ust), determining the solution only up to an arbitrary scale
factor. However, V2min particular, condition (3)--implies that the matrix

(b3ij(U, Ur, Ust)) has real, nonzero eigenvalues. We can then obtain well-defined
smooth functions bi,(u, ur, ut) by demanding that the eigenvalue of (b3/j) with
the least magnitude be equal to 1. If (u, ur, ut) is a "symmetric hyperbolic" point,
then b3ih(U, ur, ust) will in fact then be positive definite.
We now begin with estimates on the solution of the "intrinsic", piece of the

linearized system. Fix for the rest of the section an integer > 9.

(6.a.7) PROPOSITION. Let u Dv(yo) C(M,F6). Given an), h hijdxidxj
C(S2T*M), there exists a smooth 1-form qo= epidx solving (4.d.5) and

satisfying the following estimate:

II,z<M) < M(IUI,Z+<M)IhI<M) / IhI,z<M)),
where M is a constant independent of u, h, and

Proof. This uses Theorems G and G’ with the operator

3

P A ‘ + B, A (bk,.), and B (birs’s).
k-’-I OX k

We wish to solve the system P b,,sh. First, Plt) is bounded in terms
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of u:

3 3 3

j= i,j,k i,j=

Since b by j2(u) and F oil(u), Lemma (5.b.2) may be applied,
obtaining:

IPlz<> < Mlul+z++<> (6.a.8)

In particular, let a 2 > n + 3 6. Then

Iel < Mlule M’,

where M’ is a constant independent of u Dr(uo).
Suppose P is symmetric hyperbolic. Then by construction, (P)= 1.

Therefore, both (5.a.5) and (5.a.6) hold with b M’, a 1. Therefore, a solution
satisfying (5.a.7) exists. Substituting (6.a.8) into the estimate proves the

proposition when P is symmetric hyperbolic.
On the other hand if u0 defines a strictly hyperbolic operator P0, then any

u Dr(uo) will also define a strictly hyperbolic operator. Moreover, there exists a
closed ball c such that the operator P defined by an embedding
u Dr(uo) satisfies (5.a.8). Theorem G’ and (6.a.8) now combine to prove the
proposition. Q.E.D.

In IV(d), a solution y to (6.a.3) is obtained from by setting

where

y y’ + y",

Uy ff,j. )k aXj

and at x M, y"(x) is the unique solution to the following system of linear
equations:

o__u_u (), y,,()) 0,
3x

axax (x), y"(x) - Ox9 (x) FyCx)PmCX)- hyCx),

< i,j,k<3.

y" can be written in the form:

[1( Oj..].. O__..k)__._[,jmkq)m__hjk() axy"(x) ,
where the functions Jjk C(M, Iq6) are defined in terms of u/3x i,
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O2U/OXJOxk. In ot er words, there are fixed functions Jjk C(V2, R6) such that
Jjk Jj j2(u). The following proposition gives the last estimate needed for the
Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem:

(6.a.9) PROPOSITION. Given u Dv(uo) fq C(M, R6), ’(u) has a right inverse
Q(u) C(S2T*M)o C(M, 6) such that given

Q’(u)h y,

the estimate (6.a.4) holds for any fixed ) V + 1.

Proof. Given h C(S2T*M), solve for as described above, and set

Q(u)h y.

We will prove that the L-norms of y’ and y" are bounded by the right-hand side
of (6.a.10). This will prove the proposition.

.y,l(M) (gl 0)Xj i
L(M)

[[ L(M) +

CZ’(lulz.g+=4lhlz. + lul+4lhl + Ihl)
< C(lul+lhl + Ihlg)

Replacing k by k- a + 1, this becomes

lY’I- < C(lullhl + Ihl)

+ -Fo.%-h
i,j= L(M)

+ F ho.IJo-I Ox Oxi,j L(M)

+ F ho.+ 2 IJol Ox Oxi,j L(M)

< [+({I +I)
+ lul=<{ll+=<ll=< + II+,< + II<)]

"’ Ihl( Ihl
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Collecting terms and replacing k by k- a + 1, the estimate becomes

[Y"lk- < C/’(lu[ / Ihl). Q.E.D.

All of the assumptions of the Nash-Moser-Schwartz-Sergeraert theorem have
been confirmed; Theorem H then follows immediately.
Theorems F and H now combine to give us the Main Theorem which we

restate here using some different letters to minimize confusion (remember that
x

MAIN THEOREM. Let S be a smooth Riemannian three-manifoM. Let p S be
such that the Einstein tensor at p,f(p), is neither zero nor a perfect square
L2= liljdxidxj, L lidx TS. Then there exists a neighborhood N ofp with a
smooth isometric embedding

u N--elq6.

Proof. Let g gi.dxidxj be the metric on S. The basic idea is to find a
smooth hyperbolic embedding u0 of some neighborhood of p such that (u0) is
very close to g. Theorem H would then give the desired conclusion. However,
this argument does not quite work because we are varying the embedding u0
which is fixed in Theorem H. Therefore, we don’t know what happens to the 6
given by Theorem H as u0 or the neighborhood is varied in order to make g very
close to (Uo). The trick is to fix u0 appropriately and then to define a new metric
g’ which agrees with g in a small neighborhood of p and is sufficiently close to
(u0).
We begin by solving formally for the Taylor series of a map uo:S-e [=16 such

that (u0) agrees with g at p up to infinite order. We do this so that
j2(u)(p) V2; Theorem F shows that this can be done. That the series exists is a
consequence of the proof of the local analytic isometric embedding theorem
which uses the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem; here, we only need the formal part
of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, without considering convergence. Given
such a Taylor series, we can then use the Borel theorem to find a neighborhood
N of p and a smooth embedding uo:N---> I:6 such that the following hold:

(1) (u0) agrees with g up to arbitrarily high order at p.
(2) N M, as defined in [}IV(a).
(3) u0 is hyperbolic.
Now let :R---> R be a smooth function such that

1[0,1/31 and 112/3,oo] 0.

Given 0 < p < 1,let po(t)= p(t/p).
Now fix co-ordinates x: N--> B [- 1, 1], where B is the closed unit ball in 2

and x(p) 0. For any p > 0, define a metric

g (x) + (1  .(Ixl))go(x)
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Observe that on a sufficiently small neighborhood of p, gp g. Therefore, if we
can isometrically embed N with the metric gp, for some p > 0, we will have
proved the Main Theorem. The existence of such an embedding is given by the
following proposition and Theorem H.

(6.b. 1) PROPOSITION. Given a positive integer ko and a positive real number ,
there exists p > 0 such that

go gol o(U) < "
Proof.

go- gol o<U) Io(Ixl)(g- g0)lo<U)
l%(g- go)lo,,), where Bo ball of radius O,

We need to show that each term on the right-hand side goes to zero as O 0. For
the second term, it suffices to observe that

3

and lg- golg,) <lg- gol goN)’ a fixed quantity. On the other hand,

< Ck01.<0IO"%l=(o) < CkOl,l,o o-I"l(xssup IO"(Ixl)l)vol(go)
< C"p -k+3 for p <

Since g- go vanishes to infinite order at x 0, we also have the following"

g(x)- g0(x)l < Clxl, k > 0.

Therefore, the first term can be estimated as follows"

I%lLo(o)lg- golz:(o) < c"o-+3( sup Ig(x)- go(x)l)vol(B)
xB

Cpk- k + 6, for any k > 0.

In particular, if we choose k > k0 -6, we see that the first term also becomes
arbitrarily small as 030. Q.E.D.

Corrections added in proof
A. These statements and proofs of Theorems G and G’ are not exactly correct, because Lemmas

(5.b.1) and (5.b.2) are incorrect. When the correct versions of the lemmas are used, there is a larger
loss of derivatives than indicated here. This, however, does not affect the proofs of Theorem H and
the Main Theorem.

B. The estimates given here are incorrect, n derivatives should be added to all the norms of f. The
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proof given is clearly wrong, but, using the Sobolev lemma, is easily modified to give the corrected
estimate.

C. The statement and proof of this lemma are wrong. If the proof is corrected using the H6lder
inequality and the Sobolev lemma, the estimate given is correct when the L norm of u is replaced by
the L+ norm.
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